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Dear Members of Asheville School’s community:

P

lease enjoy this edition of our Achievement magazine. I am proud of the work by Bob Williams
and his associates to publish this magazine. This issue highlights a wide variety of matters which
shape the extended community that is Asheville School. From our remarkable mountaineering
program, to our service program, to our senior trip to Washington, DC, this issue gives you a
glimpse into campus life. Just as interesting are features about members of our alumni body who work in Hollywood,
or work with apes, or are involved with medicine in Afghanistan. There are also two profiles about members of our
most critical constituencies who keep our school strong – a current student and a current teacher.
On a more mundane level, let me share with you a glimpse of my travels this fall. Our new Assistant Head of School,
John Thorsen ’87, is far from new to Asheville School, but it remains important for him to reintroduce himself to our
alumni, parents, and friends. In addition, I had the pleasure of travelling for Asheville School to several conferences of
compelling interest. John and I travelled to Chicago, Racine, Montreal, New York City, Philadelphia, Wilmington, DE,
and Baltimore. We saw many alumni, parents and friends to include thirty-six guests at the Terrace Club in New York.
It was really fun to catch up with recent alumni and to renew acquaintances who have been supporting Asheville
School for years. Among many others, we met Alice Childs (widow of Bill ‘43), Imogene Johnson (widow of Sam ’43),
Steve Jarislowsky ’42, Bill Paulsen ’65, Jim ’61 and Sally Kellog, John ’88 and Amy Shea, Jim Rice ’72, Bob Haserot ’60,
Marshall ’72 and Mary Bassett, Bill and Liz Sharp, and Brit Faunce ’33.
The highlight of my conference trips was the opportunity to introduce faculty members Jay Bonner and John Gregory
as they presented to the Innovation Summit sponsored by the E.E. Ford Foundation at Hathaway Brown School in
Cleveland, Ohio, a basic introduction to Asheville School’s unique humanities program. I have rarely been prouder of
Asheville School as leaders from around the country listened to Jay and John talk about our truly distinctive approach
to teaching and learning. While in Cleveland, it was a real pleasure to reconnect over dinner with former faculty
member Ross Peters, who is head of the Upper School at Hawken, and with Al Woodcock ’56 and his wife Maralean,
also of Cleveland. We were spoiled rotten by the hospitality of Randy and Katie Marcus, parents of current student
Blair Marcus ’12, in Shaker Heights, and are eager to return.
Chairman of our Board, Gil Prince ’71, and I ventured to New York for the Independent School Chairpersons
Association (ISCA) and enjoyed the opportunity to have Asheville School become better known among other Board
chairs around the country. My hope is that this group will become a valuable resource for our trustees.
At the Association of Boarding Schools (TABS) meeting in Baltimore, I had the opportunity to meet with boarding
school headmasters from around the country to discuss the challenge we all face in this uncertain environment. I
made a very brief presentation about the importance of the qualities of strong character among aspiring heads and I
attended a variety of interesting programs. TABS remains a valuable resource for us, particularly since it is
headquartered in Asheville with former Assistant Head of Asheville School, Peter Upham, working as the Executive
Director. Also on the TABS staff are Amy Shivers ’95, and former faculty member Watson Jordan.
It has been a busy first semester of travel, conferences and receptions, but the central mission of the school, of course,
remains the same. Asheville School remains a robust, energetic, and healthy place for young people to grow and
flourish. I am grateful beyond words for the efforts of our dedicated faculty who make our school such a dynamic,
interesting place.
On a final sad note, I would like to mention our graditude for the life of Arney Henke, the daughter of Asheville
School co-founder Newton Anderson, who passed away in October not long after celebrating her 100th birthday on
October 19.
Sincerely,

Archibald R. Montgomery IV
Head of School
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Asheville School Mountaineering – Adventures
Dating Back To The School’s Beginning

T

here’s a good reason why James “Pop”
Hollandsworth knows so much about the history
of Asheville School’s mountaineering
program — he’s lived it for most of his life.

Yet at 95, Pop’s not about to take sole credit for the
success of a program that really started in spirit with
the school’s founders – Newton Mitchell Anderson and
Charles Andrew Mitchell.
“In 1900, when the school’s founders Anderson and
Mitchell came to Asheville, they saw the possibilities of
using the land, the surroundings, and the climate,” Pop
says. “So in my mind, the mountaineering program
really developed in the early years at Asheville School.”
In fact, on Thanksgiving of the school’s first year of
1900, most of the school’s 53 students “participated in a
climb up Mt. Pisgah,” according to Amid Rugged
Mountains: The Asheville School Centennial History by
Steven Levin 1973. In those early years, students would
spend their “Whole Holidays” involved in outdoor
adventures.

In 1901, a group of students returning from Christmas
break paddled in three canoes down 40 miles of the
French Broad River and ended up lost in Vanderbilt’s
165,000-acre estate. They returned to the school by
midnight after four hours of walking, according to an
account by Carl Narten 1902 in Amid Rugged
Mountains.
In 1915, the year Pop was born, students were setting
school records for the time it took them to scale to the
top of Mt. Pisgah. By the 1930’s, students and faculty
members were traveling as far as Canada to hike
through the rugged wilderness during school breaks.
But when you consider the modern-day
mountaineering program at Asheville School, it really
does begin with one iconic man – Pop Hollandsworth.
A former math and physics teacher, and Dean of
Students, Pop first arrived at Asheville School in 1947 in
his early 30’s. An Eagle Scout by the age of 14, Pop
attended Berea College in Kentucky before beginning
his teaching career in West Virginia, near his
hometown. He earned a Bronze Star during World War
II in the Battle of The Bulge, and later served in the
Korean War. He was the program director of Camp
Sequoyah near Weaverville, NC for 33 years.
Upon arriving at Asheville School, Pop instantly took to
teaching students camping and outdoor skills and
would continue throughout his nearly 40-year career at
the school.
“In the early days, it was really more about the
opportunity to teach outdoor skills than anything else,”
Hollandsworth recalls during a phone interview from
his home in West Virginia.
For many years, the school used a cabin below
Clingman's Dome in the Great Smoky National Park as
the school's wilderness station. Charles Pavek, head of
the school’s camping program in the mid-’40’s, started
taking students to the cabin a few years before
Hollandsworth arrived.
The cabin eventually burned to the ground in 1958
after another group using the cabin left a gallon of
kerosene behind – an event Pop calls a blessing in
disguise. “I always thought it was probably the best
thing that happened to us, because we always slept in
tents after that.”

2
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James G. “Pop” Hollandsworth (pictured right) founded Asheville School’s official
mountaineering program in 1968.

In the ’50’s and early ’60’s, Hollandsworth led a
woodcraft group, an outing club, and a camping
program at Asheville School, where he taught basic
outdoor skills and organized weekend camping trips
and hikes.
“The woodcraft crew worked in the afternoons just
like other students who played competitive sports,”
he remembers. “They did construction work around
Lake Ashnoca and had other classes in outdoor
living skills.”
Pop’s son, Jim 1962, who passed away this year, was
active in the early years of his father’s program,
prior to the introduction of rock climbing. It was
not until Pop turned 47 that he decided to give rock
climbing a try, according to an article in the June 6,
1978 issue of Esquire magazine. The article went on
to credit Pop for redeveloping Asheville’s Shut-In
Trail with the help of Asheville School students – a
trail originally developed by the Vanderbilts, who
used it for horseback riding.
By 1967, Pop had developed into an expert rock
climber and took a year’s leave of absence to help
establish the Outward Bound School in North
Carolina near Linville Gorge. When he returned in
1968, the term Asheville School Mountaineering
was officially born.
“When I returned to work full-time at Asheville
School, I knew the program should be broadened to
include kayaking, climbing and other adventures,”
he says. “Finally, we made it an official program that
required a student to have a credit in it, like an
academic course.”
Interestingly enough, the second chapter of the
school’s mountaineering history involves the
program’s only other director, Ed Maggart, who
started working in mountaineering in 1980 and was
named director in 1985, the year Pop retired.
“When I came in 1980, Pop was the mountaineering
program,” Maggart says. “And that was great in a
way, because everybody did things together, but
there wasn’t the opportunity to do different things
and diversify.”
The October 5, 1968 issue of Asheville School’s
student newspaper, The Ashnoca, describes
Hollandsworth’s new Mountaineering program as “a
special program, which gives each boy a chance to
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Ed Maggart took over as Director of Mountaineering from Pop Hollandsworth in 1985. Maggart is in his 25th year of directing mountaineering at Asheville School.

do his best and benefit from nature and its beauty.”
For many of Pop’s early mountaineering students, the
most appreciated aspect of the program was the chance to
learn from an avid outdoorsman who was as tough as he
was kind.
“The experience was like a liberal arts degree in
mountaineering,” recalls Karl Koon 1974, who is one of
Pop’s many admirers. “I remember during my senior year
at Asheville School, I went on every mountaineering trip
they had, even when I wasn’t enrolled in mountaineering
as an activity. We went on at least 30 trips that year.”
Today Koon and others frequently reunite with Pop a few
times each year, continuing winter camping and hiking
traditions that they started while at Asheville School in
places like Mt. LeConte, Mt. Pisgah, and Mt. Mitchell.

us,” he says. “Nobody had his sheer willpower and stamina
and it showed through in so many ways.”
Pless vividly recalls joining Pop on a trip in January 1971
when Pop’s close friend, Dr. Charles Lindsley, tragically fell
to his death on the slopes of Mount LeConte. This January
marks the 40th annual Dr. Charles Lindsley Memorial
Hike. In his mid-80’s, Pop made the climb to the summit
in 12 hours through chest-deep snowdrifts. This year, the
95-year-old mountaineer will serve as base manager while
Pless, Koon, and others summit the third highest peak in
the Great Smoky Mountains National Park (6593’
elevation).
“For me, the essence of Pop is that he has been a quiet
shaper of men, using the wilderness, with its challenges

David Massengill 1970 remembers Pop Hollandsworth as
a “go-getter” who always stressed safety and fun.
“I used to admire watching him shave in about 20 seconds
flat,” he says. “He called it the Army shave and said he had
to get used to fast shaving when he served in World War II.
It told you right away he had things to do, so let's get
going. He emphasized two essentials: safety and freedom.”
Larry Pless 1971, one of the first students to take the
official mountaineering course that started in the fall of
1968, describes weekend trips with Pop as “grueling.”
Depending upon the season, weekends were spent
kayaking, rock climbing, caving, camping, and hiking, says
Pless.
“Watching the way Pop worked—his knowledge and his
personal grit and love for the wilderness—really inspired
4
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The Mountaineering Ski Team (left to right) Christiane Unland-Schlebes ‘91,
William Bobo ‘90, Mountaineering Director Ed Maggart, Jeffry Buechler ‘92, Brice
Ivy ‘93, Assistant Director Van Kussrow ‘82, Matt Hood ‘92, and Allen Nivens ‘93.

and beauties, as the setting for his
work,” says Pless. Every trip with Pop
was memorable, he says, and the
equipment they used — basic and
primitive.
“One of the hallmarks of a Pop trip is
that you rarely had the right
equipment,” Pless chuckles. “He was
never big on having the finest
equipment. We had these old Army
surplus packs and they were nothing
fancy.”
Massengill was one of the first
students to attend the early summer
travel camps Pop started out West in
the late 1960’s. A decade later, Pop was
charging $425 per applicant to
participate in a three-week travel
camp, and the money raised went
back to the school.
“My first trip to Wyoming, I shared a
tent with my pal Sandy Bell 1970 and
we cut up and pulled a few stunts I
won't reveal, but generally had a wild,
great time,” Massengill recalls. “Next
summer, Pop refused to let us tent
together again. Too much trouble, he
said, and he was right. I liked
watching the way Pop dealt with
ordinary people, whether it was the
man who fixed our trailer on his day
off or the waitress at a restaurant. He
showed respect and I appreciated that
lesson.”

scramble beyond this obstacle. It was
very satisfying and I felt a real sense of
relief to reach the summit.”
Throughout the ’70’s, the
mountaineering program thrived and
gained more publicity outside of
western North Carolina. And not long
after the school added girls in 197172, a few female day students joined
mountaineering, Hollandsworth
recalls.
“I remember thinking they were often
more enthusiastic about some things
than the guys were,” he says. “They
seemed to realize they had a lot to
prove because for so many years, the
school had been only for boys.”
Even in the early years, the girls were
not given special treatment, says
Hollandsworth.
“We didn’t try to pamper them in any
way to make it easy,” he says. “They
did whatever the boys did, which
didn’t surprise me. Whenever our
students were challenged, they would
rise to the occasion.”

John Brewster 1986

Greg McPherson 1971, a Harvardeducated Research Forester with the
USDA Forest Service, says the lessons
Pop taught him instilled a confidence
in his own ability.
“The thing I took away from my
experience was the realization that I
can do things I didn't think I could
do,” McPherson says. “That idea hit
me when scaling the last few pitches
to summit Gannett Peak in Wyoming.
Vince Lee had led the pitch and had
me on belay. I climbed to a seemingly
intractable spot, tried to mount it,
and slipped. I was ready to accept that
I couldn't make it, but Pop
encouraged me. I summoned energy
for a last effort and found a way to

The mountaineering program started using inflatable kayaks, as seen above, in 1968, and
later upgraded to fiberglass kayaks in the 1980’s, once Maggart arrived.
Achievement Winter 2011
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Eventually the mountaineering
program added more instructors and
better equipment in the ’90’s, says Van
Kussrow 1982, the very first recipient
of the Hollandsworth Mountaineering
Award. Kussrow, who continues to
help in mountaineering today, says
Maggart shifted the focus of the
program to teaching advanced skill
development as student participation
increased.
“There’s been a much more significant
emphasis on skill development, which
has allowed students to specialize
more in a particular area,” Kussrow
says of today’s program. “Prior to that
change, there was a fairly generic
mountaineering term and if you were
in mountaineering four times, you
just repeated the same program four
times.”

JC Guest 2007, now a senior at Harvard, was an avid rock climber while in
mountaineering at Asheville School.

In the mid-1980’s, Maggart recalls it
taking a while for girls to become
involved in mountaineering.
“At some point, a few girls started to
sign up and I don’t think anybody
thinks about it anymore,” he says.
Marilyn Higi Kincaid 1991 says the
experience helped her appreciate the
outdoors more today.
“Being able to take advantage of
Asheville School's mountaineering
activities really cultivated my love for
the outdoors and helped build my
confidence,” she says. “I have carried
my wonderful memories with me and
have continued to enjoy new
experiences—hiking, skiing, snowshoeing, canoeing, kayaking,
mountain biking, fly-fishing, and
camping wherever I go and whenever
I can. This sense of independence that
was cultivated at Asheville School has
6
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led me to explore thrilling outdoor
adventures around the world.”
Julie Claire Guest 2007, a senior at
Harvard, recalls discovering that boys
really had no advantage over girls in
mountaineering.
“I loved the co-ed nature of
mountaineering,” says Guest. “There is
less of a ‘boys are stronger than girls’
division in outdoor sports than in
traditional sports, and I felt really
empowered once I realized this. In
outdoor sports, an individual's
relationship with the rock, boat, or
bike is more important than height or
brute strength. A 6-foot boy and a 5foot girl can do the same climb with
equal skill, grace, and speed by using
the holds and movements that are best
suited for their own body. I think this
is important for girls in particular,
because body type is not a limitation.”

In 2003, Maggart added an Outward
Bound leadership program, which has
allowed advanced mountaineering
students to earn leadership credits in
such areas as search and rescue,
backpacking, backpacking leadership,
rock climbing, kayaking and caving.
“Today’s mountaineering program
offers such new experiences as flyfishing and mountain biking, and our
kids also have the opportunity now to
focus on one area,” Maggart says. “We
have some kids who are in the
program all four years, and by the
time they graduate are pretty skilled.
They are ready to enjoy outdoor
sports as a life activity.”
What Guest treasures most about her
own mountaineering experience
under Ed Maggart is the fact that she
didn’t need to have any skills before
entering.
“One of the strengths of the
mountaineering program is how
students can enter the program with
no experience, are taught in a
nurturing way that fosters confidence
and attention to safety, and then are
given the opportunity to practice
through student leadership and
teaching,” she says.

As a former mountaineering student turned instructor,
Kussrow says he never tires of witnessing the thrill of a
student who faces an obstacle and overcomes that
challenge. “At the heart of it, I get the most satisfaction
from watching students try something they didn’t think
they could do,” he says. “The look of surprise and the look
of pride and joy on their faces is a real and intangible
reward for the instructor.”
Christian Harberts 1984, a professional webmaster in
Paris, France for the past 20 years, recalls the early 1980’s as
a time of transition for mountaineering. “The early to mid1980’s was a period of transition between the decades of
competent management under the leadership of Pop
Hollandsworth and the new guidance from Ed Maggart,”
he says. “Both were eminent outdoorsmen and
conservationists. Their mutual qualities were leading by
example, which meant exercising extreme patience as
teenagers learned to light fires, set up tents, cook, clean,
hike, etc. Pop was a brilliant storyteller and of course one
of the toughest individuals I ever met.”

“Ed's exceptional working relationship with Pop says much
about what sort of a leader Ed was and would continue to
be,” Brewster says. “Ed was the most important person to
me at Asheville. When I had some down times, he was
there for me, and he continues to this day to be a dear
friend.”
For Brewster, the mountaineering experience really did
broaden his leadership skills. “Mountaineering provides
unparalleled opportunities: leadership development, nature
studies, sustainability, community service and activism,” he
says. “So many important lessons and skills can be learned
that simply fit life. The more young men and women that
come into contact with Ed, the better.”
Pedro Kurth 1987, the recipient of the Pop Hollandsworth
Mountaineering Award his senior year, couldn’t agree
more. “Ed Maggart still remains a bit of an idol for me,”
says Kurth, who has worked professionally as a mountain
guide in Colorado, California, Peru, and Ecuador. Today,
Kurth is the Sales Director at Petzl America, a company
that specializes in inventing climbing gear and equipment
for rock climbers, cavers, and mountaineers.
“I wouldn’t be in this position if it weren’t for Ed Maggart,”
says Kurth, who lives in Utah, north of Salt Lake City,
where his company is in charge of sales of Petzl equipment
in the U.S. and Canada, and Central and South America.
“Asheville School’s mountaineering program has had a
profound impact on my life.”
In recent years, with the addition of better equipment,
newer vehicles, and improved facilities like the Paulsen
Lodge and Phase 1 of the new Hollandsworth Climbing
Tower, the future of the mountaineering program looks
even more promising.
“When I think back to the old Anderson “cave” and then
look at Paulsen Lodge and the equipment we have and the
ability to take a Suburban out, there are some real, tangible
examples of how the school has supported
mountaineering,” says Kussrow. “And that validates what
we do and keeps folks interested.”

Mountaineering students practice their ice climbing skills
during a recent trip in 2010.

John Brewster 1986, who was a student under both
Hollandsworth and Maggart, says the program benefited
from having two highly skilled directors, both of whom
devoted more than 30 years of their lives to
mountaineering at Asheville School.

But as much as the program has evolved over the years,
Maggart says he has managed to preserve a strong
connection with the early leadership of Pop
Hollandsworth.
“Certainly Pop’s spirit of ‘let’s get out in the woods and
have an adventure’ is definitely what our modern-day
outdoor program is all about,” Maggart says. “In some ways
those kinds of trips are still the best – just pure exploration
and wandering around without so many ropes and boats
and mountain bikes and all of that.”
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Asheville Alumni Follow Their Own Hollywood Dreams
By Bob Williams
Editor

E

ver wonder what it might be like to live the Hollywood
dream? It turns out there are several Asheville School
alumni living their own version of the Hollywood
dream in Los Angeles today. Whether it’s as a creative
producer, acting coach, feature film director, Hollywood studio
attorney, television and movie actor, music composer, or film
student, Asheville School alumni represent a wide range of talent
in Hollywood.
And while alumni
aren’t exactly
flocking from
Asheville to Los
Angeles to pursue
careers in show
business, there have
been some notable
alumni actors and
film professionals
working in
Hollywood over the
years.
Amy (Bellamy)
Young 1987, who
has appeared on
Broadway and in
Amy (Bellamy) Young 1987
several major motion
pictures and
television shows over the past 10 years, currently has a major role
in the independent film, The Freebie, which debuted at the
Sundance Film Festival in 2010.
“It’s something I’m really proud of because it’s more
improvisational than most of my work,” she says.
Starring in two additional independent films scheduled to release
in 2011 and 2012, Young has also worked on two episodes of the

“The school was tailored to your
personal excellence and it was
really the first time I felt all things
were possible.”
-- Amy Bellamy Young 1987
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Showtime series, United States of Tara, which will air in 2011. She
recently landed a role on CMT’s first original television series,
Working Class, starring Reba alumna and The Singing Bee host
Melissa Peterman and television veteran Ed Asner. The 12episode comedy will premiere on Friday, January 28 at 8:00 p.m.
on CMT.
“I play a person from the other side of the tracks. I am the source
of friction on the show,” Young says. “It’s an exciting opportunity.
It would be like a vacation to be on a series for a while.”
After graduating from Yale with a BA in English and Theater
Studies, Young worked on Broadway in New York, where she
starred as Mary in Cy Coleman’s The Life and also as Meg in the
revival of Stephen Sondheim’s Merrily We Roll Along. She lived in
New York for 9 years before moving to Los Angeles in 2000.
A few other film credits include Mission Impossible III, We Were
Soldiers, and This is Not A Test, while she’s had roles on such
television shows as Dirty Sexy Money, Cold Case, Boston Legal,
Grey’s Anatomy, CSI: Miami, Scrubs, American Dreams, The West
Wing, ER, Frasier, and X Files, to name a few.
When recalling her favorite moments in television, Young points
to her dramatic performance on the hit series ER. One of her
finest acting moments in television, Young says, was during a
hospital scene when she played the part of a medical student who
doctors discover has a problem with cutting.
“Having lost three fathers, I’ve had plenty of hospital
experiences, but the director, she just kept me still,” she recalls. “I
was proud of the truth of the work.”
Of all the directors she’s worked with over the years, Young’s
favorite has been Penny Marshall, who directed her in an episode
of Showtime’s United States of Tara.
“She’s crazy and you can only understand every fifth word, but if
you can get your mind around it, it was unlike any other
experience I’ve had. It was awesome.”
Young’s acting career started at the young age of 5, while growing
up in Asheville.
She says she started voice lessons and remembers her first acting
role as Gretel in The Sound of Music at the Parkway Playhouse in
Burnsville.
“I was 5 and I remember I kind of loved it,” she says. “I
remember being in the wings and trying to focus on what scene
was next.”
As a teenager, Young left Asheville School after one year, when
her father was diagnosed with cancer, but says she treasures her
experience and many of her teachers, including her favorite —
Doc Embler.

From left to right: Doug Nabors 1993, Patrick Haas 2004, Whitney Jordan 2003, Gary Shields 2002, and Jonathan Hopkins 2010 are pictured together in Los Angeles
during an alumni gathering in October 2010.

“Asheville School was a haven to me. My
time at Asheville School was a very
precious time. It felt like a family and
everyone seemed to understand each
student and place them where they would
thrive.”
In fact, she credits Asheville School with
helping her not give up on her dreams.
“The school was tailored to your personal
excellence and it was really the first time I
felt all things were possible,” Young says.
When Doug Nabors 1993 arrived in Los
Angles working on the tabloid TV show,
Hard Copy, he says there was something
about his Asheville School background
that gave him a quiet confidence to
persevere.
Though Nabors was dismissed three
weeks before graduation day, he continues
to treasure his education and appreciates
the support of his math teacher, Earl
Mitchelle.
“I was terrible at math and the guy took
so much interest in me and he really went
out of his way to work with me,” he says.
“When things went bad for me, Mr.
Mitchelle stood by me, and I really felt
like he was in my court. He stood by me
to the very end.”

After Asheville School, Nabors attended
UNC-Greensboro’s film school for two
years, and then attended the University of
Hull in the United Kingdom through a
scholarship exchange program where he
concentrated in theatre. After spending a
year in LA, Nabors returned to North
Carolina to attend film school for one
year at the University of North Carolina
School of the Arts, before deciding to
move back to LA.
“I really started off wanting to produce
from the beginning,” Nabors recalls. “I
knew I always wanted to be in
entertainment. I literally didn’t know
anybody when I moved out here. I packed
up my bags and moved to LA. I was very
naive when I moved out here.”
After a few jobs in script development and
another in casting, Nabors soon found
himself on the set of a new TV series —
what would become a 10-year job as an
associate producer for the hit TV series,
Monk.
At the beginning of casting the Monk
series, Nabors recalls being asked to assist
Tony Shalhoub, who played the role of
Monk and was the executive producer on
the show.

“At first it felt like a step backward for me,
and I didn’t know if I wanted to assist this
actor, but I went for it.”
Soon Nabors earned more responsibilities
and was eventually promoted to coproducer on 39 episodes.
Developing the episodes involved a
roundtable discussion, but by the end of
the 6-year run of Monk, Nabors was one
of three co-producers calling the shots.
“In this roundtable discussion, everybody
throws in their 2 cents, but my 2 cents had
more weight by the end, and I had a
significant say along with the two other
co-producers.”
Nabors counts himself lucky enough to
have been surrounded by so many
talented people working on the Monk
series.
“We had a lot of cooks in that kitchen, but
we were all great cooks.”
By the time the series premiered on the
USA Network in 2002, Nabors estimates
he was working 60 to 70 hours a week.
Today, Nabors is pitching a new comedy
he’s written and developed, and Shalhoub
has agreed to serve as one of the executive
producers.
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Nabors is currently developing with Tony
Shalhoub (Monk), Jon Collier (Simpsons,
King of the Hill), Michael Shipley (My
Name is Earl), and Rough House Pictures
(East Bound & Down). He has recently
pitched projects to ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX,
USA and Comedy Central.
“We have a deep respect for each other,”
Nabors says of Shalhoub. “Even though
I’m not an actor, he’s my role model.
We’re good buddies and I’m really proud
of him.”
When Sam Irvin 1974 recalls his days of
making 8-millimeter films as an Asheville
School student, the 54-year-old writer,
director, and producer says he knew, even
while growing up in Asheville, that he was
destined to make movies for a living.
“On Saturdays, when they had these
special projects, I remember getting them
to approve me making an 8 millimeter
movie starring one of my classmates,” he
says. “There was this scene with a limo
and I wanted a doorman to open the door
to the limo. I talked our headmaster at the
time, Jack Tyrer, into playing the
doorman and everyone thought it was the
most hilarious thing.”
A veteran director, producer and
screenwriter for movies and television,
Irvin has directed a dozen movies
including Guilty as Charged (Rod Steiger,
Lauren Hutton, and Heather Graham),
Out There (Bill Campbell and Billy Bob
Thornton), Elvira's Haunted Hills (Elvira,
Mistress of the Dark), and Fat Rose and
Squeaky (Louise Fletcher and Cicely
Tyson).
“I was always a huge movie fan, and when
I first came to Asheville School they didn’t
know what to make of me,” he says. “I had
a one-track mind and whenever we were
able to write about any topic we wanted to
write about, I would write about movies.
My English teacher, Franklin Butler, who
was great, would always say to the class,
‘You can write about whatever you want,
but Mr. Irvin, please, nothing about
movies.’”
Irvin’s father, Sam, Sr., who passed away in
2005, owned several movie theaters
around Asheville, and also served on the
school’s Board of Trustees.
10
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After graduating from
the University of South
Carolina, or “USC-East,”
as Irvin likes to call it, he
moved immediately to
New York to work as
director Brian
DePalma’s assistant.
“I worked for DePalma
for several years and
then was the head of
marketing and publicity
for several movie
distributors. I made a
short film called Double
Negative that I paid for
myself, and it was
accepted at Sundance.
The film starred one of
my classmates from
Asheville School, Dori
Formato Legg 1974.”
In 1990, Irvin moved to
LA and has been there
ever since, directing
several movies, and
serving as co-executive
producer for the Oscarwinning film, Gods and
Monsters (1998).

Sam Irvin 1974 has directed a dozen movies and lives in Hollywood, CA.

“Gods and Monsters was a dream project
to work on,” Irvin says.
Today, Irvin continues to develop his own
filmmaking career, while producing and
writing on the side. He treasures each of
his films and has a difficult time choosing
his favorites.
“Of the projects I’ve directed, it’s like
asking which is your favorite child.
They’ve all been really fun.” he says. “In
Out There, I was able to direct Billy Bob
Thornton just before he did Sling Blade,
and it’s been fun to be able to work with
so many talented people.”

have to be determined and say, ‘I’m going
to be here the rest of my life because I’m
not going to give up.’”
Other alumni living and working in the
entertainment field in LA include:
Roberts Scott Blossom 1942
After graduating from Asheville School in
1942, Roberts went on to attend Harvard.
It was not until his late 40’s and early 50’s
that Blossom’s career as an actor really
began to flourish.
His film credits
include Home
Alone (1990),
Close Encounters
of the Third Kind
(1977), Escape
from Alcatraz
(1979), Doc
Hollywood
(1991),

His advice to young alumni interested in
pursuing a career in Los Angeles: remain
determined.
“Nowadays, with your own cell phone,
you can be a filmmaker. I feel like every
single plane that lands at LAX is another
planeload of people trying to get into the
business. But in order to succeed, you

Roberts Scott Blossom ‘42

Always (1989),
The Great Gatsby
(1974), and The

Last Temptation of Christ (1988). He’s
appeared on such television shows as
Northern Exposure, The Twilight Zone, and
Moonlighting, to name a few. In addition
to being an actor, Blossom is a wellestablished poet and a playwright who has
won four Obies and a Show Business
Award. Now retired, Blossom lives in
Berkeley, CA, where he continues to write
poetry.
Alfred C. Perry 1979
Alfred is Vice President of Business and
Legal Affairs at Paramount Pictures in
Hollywood, CA. Alumnus Tad DeBerry
1981 recently visited with Perry in the
summer of 2010 during a trip to
California.
Tom Lenoci 1986
Tom began his career in the film and
television industry in 1998 as a
Production Assistant for Jim Henson's
Creature Shop, where he worked on such
films as Jack Frost, Dr. Doolittle,
Flintstones/Viva Rock Vegas, Cats & Dogs,
Stuart Little 2, and The Country Bears. He
then graduated to double duty as both
Office Manager and Production
Coordinator at Henson's, working on
numerous other films, commercials and
television shows that culminated in his
involvement with The Muppets Wizard of
Oz in 2005. Having trained as an actor at

Tom Lenoci 1986

such venerable institutions as The Eugene
O'Neill Theater Center, Actors Theatre of
Louisville and the American Conservatory
Theater, Tom left his day job at The
Creature Shop in 2006 to pursue his
dream of being a professional artist in

Whitney Jordan 2003 is developing a film based on the New York Times bestselling novel The Last Girls, by Lee
Smith.

front of the camera. He soon found
himself stumbling backwards into his
present occupation as an Acting Coach. In
short order, he built a modest client list of
working and aspiring actors, helping them
to prepare for auditions and assisting
them in the crafting of their roles on the
various projects in which they had been
cast. One of his main clients, Laurie
Holden, can currently be seen starring in
AMC's hit TV-series The Walking Dead,
which premiered this past Halloween and
has already been picked up for a second
season of 13 episodes (with perhaps many
more to come). Tom's work as an Acting
Coach has awakened a "teaching bug" in
him that he hopes to develop into a fullblown career in the field, which he credits
also to the many wonderful instructors he
had at Asheville School - particularly
Bruce Roberts and Donna Lewis, both
former faculty of the Theater Department.
In addition to his coaching work, Tom is a
fledgling screenwriter who has coauthored and adapted one of his works
into a sci-fi/fantasy graphic novel entitled
HUM.

the Centennial celebration,” says Shields,
who received his master’s degree in Music
Composition at USC after graduating
with an undergraduate degree from
Vanderbilt. “Composing for me was
therapeutic, and that really was my
motivation in the beginning.”
Shields, 26, recently competed on ABC’s
popular game show, Wipeout, and can
claim he’s worn a Tina Turner wig in front
of millions.
“Wipeout truly isn't for the faint of heart,
but hey...I got to make a fool of myself on
national television and that is worth it,”
says Shields, who teaches piano and
composition at Cornerstone Music
Conservatory.
As far as his music career goes, Shields
hopes to enter the world of film scoring
very soon.
“I want to be involved in the film scoring
realm, but not necessarily as a composer
myself,” he says. “I’m hoping to represent
some young composers and do some
music supervision work on films.”

Gary Shields 2002
Gary has worked with the Grammy
Foundation camp for several summers,
and is already preparing to work on the
soundtrack for a film his classmate,
Whitney Jordan 2003, is producing.

Whitney Jordan 2003
Whitney recently started her own
production company, called Derby Luck
Productions, and has purchased the rights
to the New York Times bestseller,

“I initially started composing my
sophomore year at Asheville School for

The Last Girls (2002), by acclaimed
Southern writer Lee Smith. The novel
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reunites four college girls who, after
reading Huckleberry Finn in class, were
inspired to make a trip down the
Mississippi River on a manmade raft. The
novel is based on a real-life event in 1966
at Hollins University, where Jordan’s
mother first met Lee Smith.
“Since one of the girls in the novel was my
mother, it seemed like the perfect film for
me to develop,” Jordan says.

Productions and Communications Studies
while at UNC Chapel Hill.
“It’s kind of a dream come true,” says
Haas. “It’s surreal to know I’m actually
living and working in LA.”
It’s been less than a year since he set foot
in Los Angeles, and Haas has already
earned a credit as production assistant on
one major film, Robin Hood, and one
mini-series, Pillars of the Earth.

Born and raised in New Orleans, Jordan
hopes to start principal photography on
location in Louisiana this summer, and is
even planning a way to host an
educational two-week summer camp
around the making of the movie.

“I was really lucky,” Haas says. “I applied
to a program called Hollywood Media
Internship that allowed me to work for
Ridley Scott’s production company, Scott
Free Productions.”

“The script is being written by a woman
writer who is amazing,” says Jordan. “I’ve
already had some meetings with Oscar
award-winning producers, and one
emailed me and asked if I’d take on
another project.”

Scott Free Productions is owned by
brothers Ridley and Tony Scott. Ridley
Scott directed Black Hawk Down and
Gladiator, and most recently Robin Hood.
Tony Scott directed Crimson Tide, Top
Gun, and Enemy of the State.

Jordan credits Asheville School for having
a major impact on her career.

“I worked there for four months as an
intern and was then hired as a production

regimen that we had at Asheville School
and the study hall every night really
helped prepare me for the real world.”
And while Haas is not afraid to dream big,
he’s grounded enough to appreciate a
steady job in the entertainment industry,
where he enjoys the creative freedoms that
come with working with a smaller
production company. He’s now working
for TransitTV, a small TV network that
airs on all of the metro buses throughout
Los Angeles.
On some days Patrick will appear on the
show reading news headlines, while other
days he’s selling advertising slots to air on
the network – a network that reaches out
to 1.1 million transit riders per day.
“I like the creative freedom that I have,” he
says. “With a lot of entry level work,
you’re just doing what you’re told. But
because we have a small staff, I’m able to
come up with ideas for our shows. It’s a
nice atmosphere and it’s great that they
are open to new ideas.”

“It’s surreal to know I’m actually living and working in LA.”
-- Patrick Haas 2004
“It floors people when I show up to a
meeting in classroom dress, because
everything is so casual here,” she says. “I’m
able to show a level of professionalism
that a lot of people my age don’t have and
it makes a difference. I can’t explain how
much Asheville School gave to me.”
For more information about Whitney,
visit her website at
http://www.whitneycrowninshield.com
Patrick Haas 2005
Patrick moved to Los Angeles after
graduating with a BA in Media
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Haas says the work ethic he learned as a
student at Asheville School has helped
him to pursue his dream of becoming a
writer/director.

Jonathan Hopkins 2010
Hopkins is in his first year in USC’s
prestigious screenwriting program. He
recently was assigned to be Tom Shadyac’s
assistant when Tom was on the USC
campus for a television interview while
screening his new documentary, I AM.
Shadyac is known for his work on such
films as Ace Ventura, Liar Liar, Bruce
Almighty and Patch Adams.

“I think the discipline I learned in
Asheville has definitely helped,” Haas
recalls. “In my internship, I was one of the
only interns to work five days a week and
I was the only intern to get a job. The

Hopkins reports that he’s been able to
excel in the nation’s top screenwriting
program and credits Mr. Bonner’s many,
many assigned essays for his acceptance
into the program.

assistant for Robin Hood,” Haas says. “I
worked in post-production when they put
in the special effects and edited the film.
My main duties were to help organize the
post- production process.”

Irvin ’74 Publishes First Biography — ‘Kay Thompson: From Funny Face to Eloise’
By Bob Williams
Editor
When Sam Irvin 1974 arrived at Asheville
School in the early ’70’s, the movie
business was a topic he
loved writing about most.
As it turns out, Irvin still
enjoys writing about
movies 40 years later,
publishing his first
biography in November
2010 titled Kay
Thompson: From Funny
Face to Eloise.
An eccentric
entertainer, famous
radio singer, movie
actress and author of
the Eloise children’s
books, Kay
Thompson had
many talents and
several contributions to the world of show
business, according to Irvin.
“It was amazing because every single thing
I found out about her was another jawdropping discovery,” Irvin says. “She was a
famous singer in radio in the 1930s; then
she was the only woman writing
arrangements. She was a real trailblazer as
far as being a woman in what was then a
man’s world.”
Irvin wrote Thompson’s biography
between various film projects over an 11year span. His research included over 200
interviews and countless hours spent in
the library sifting through old newspaper
clippings.
“Every interview would lead to five more,”
he recalls. “I did a ton of research in
libraries putting together what was like a
Chinese puzzle. There were lots of nuggets
of information.”
His fascination with Thompson’s support
of so many famous musicians, actors, and
fashion designers motivated Irvin to
complete the project.

“If I’d known what I was getting myself
into, I don’t know if I would have had the
courage, but it was an incredible journey,”
he recalls. “I looked at it as a hobby and it
was a labor of love. I was
extremely lucky and
blessed that Simon &
Schuster agreed to
publish it.”
During the 1940’s and
1950’s, Thompson
coached such celebrities
as Judy Garland, Marilyn
Monroe, Frank Sinatra,
Andy Williams, and Lena
Horne, to name a few.
“She was coaching all of the
big stars and then she got
tired of being the wind
beneath everybody else’s
wings, and she got very
frustrated and quit the studio
in 1947, starting a nightclub act, Kay
Thompson and The Williams Brothers, one
of whom was Andy Williams.”
She discovered Williams when he was 16
and started a highly successful nightclub
act for Williams and his four brothers,”
Irvin says. “They were like The Beatles of
the nightclub circuit, and they broke

stories for my memoir.’ Seven years later,
his autobiography was finally published
and, yes, he came clean about the whole
affair. Then I was able to re-interview him
for my book.”
Irvin is pleased with the response to
Thompson’s biography. “It’s been terrific.
There’s almost unanimous praise from
critics but oddly enough, one of the
reviews that didn’t like it said the
vocabulary was too showbizzy, which I
took as a compliment. Kay was the
embodiment of showbiz and I wanted the
verbiage in the book to be Kay
Thompson.”
As Irvin uncovered more about
Thompson, he became fascinated with her
many talents.
In 1974, Thompson directed a
groundbreaking fashion show at the
Palace of Versailles that featured
performances by Liza Minnelli, a feat that
had never been done before.
“It was the first time models were
strutting to the beat of music and it blew
everybody’s mind,” he explains. “It was
also the first time several American
designers were recognized on the
international stage.”
As a filmmaker, Irvin says he’s already

“It was amazing because every single thing I found
out about her was another jaw-dropping discovery.”
-- Sam Irvin 1984
records in every city where they played.
She started a relationship with Andy,
which they kept secret, probably because
she was 20 years older at the time.”

visualizing what Thompson’s life story
might resemble on the silver screen.

It was only after Thompson died that the
story came out about Williams’s
relationship with Thompson.

“I want there to be a movie version of this
and I certainly will try to make that
happen,” he says. “I’m hoping a really
great actress will want to do this. I also
want to work on a documentary.”

“I interviewed Andy Williams in 2002 and
he looked at me with a twinkle in his eye
and said ‘I’m not going to tell you
everything because I’m saving some

Kay Thompson: From Funny Face to Eloise
is available for purchase at Amazon.com
and wherever books are sold. To learn more,
visit www.kaythompsonwebsite.com.
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Patrick Darab 2005 Sings With Glee
By Sheila Steelman
Associate Director of Communications

Carolina at Greensboro. Darab began
modeling during college. He was
classically trained, and nearing his
graduation, he pursued musical theater.
Following his graduation, he performed
in Cabaret in Indiana, iCan on a national
tour, and Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat in Phoenix.

Asheville School alumnus Patrick Darab
2005, a native of Hickory, NC, is in several
spotlights. He recently sang in an episode
of Glee, appeared on several other
television shows, and started a successful
modeling career. And in November, Darab
signed a contract to work on seven more
episodes of the Fox hit series about a high
school Glee Club.
As a middle schooler, Darab attended the
American Boychoir School in Princeton,
NJ and toured the majority of the states
and seven countries. Darab wanted a
break from singing and decided not to
pursue choir during high school at
Asheville School. Luckily for Darab and
the school, Director of Music John
Crawley realized Darab’s talents and
helped him rediscover his passion for
music and the arts.
“He is one of the best singers I have had
the pleasure of working with in my tenure
at Asheville School,” says Crawley. “He is a
fine young man, and I am very proud that
he is following his dream.”

“I remember looking at the stage manager
during South Pacific and saying, ‘This is
what I want to do with the rest of my life,’
and she responded, ‘So, do it!’” says
Darab.
Darab says he appreciates his experience
in the arts program at Asheville School,
and is grateful that his younger brothers
Gabe 2010 and Conner 2014 are attending
Asheville School today.
“If you saw Patrick in the hallway, he was
singing about going to his next class,”
Technology Coordinator Charles Long

Enjoying challenges and new adventures,
Darab then packed his bags and headed
west. He moved to Los Angeles, California
in August 2010 with hopes and dreams of
being cast on a TV show. His second day
in LA, he went to a casting call for Glee
and by the third day, was on the set of
Glee all day and had already signed for
seven additional episodes.
He was thrilled to mingle with the actors
and even ate lunch with some of the stars.
While he’s excited about the Glee
performances, Darab has also made
appearances on 90210, Outsourced, Make
It or Break It, Pretty Little Liars, Glory
Days and No Ordinary Family. He has
consistently been working 16-hour days
since he moved to LA. The shows he’s
working on will air in January and
February 2011. He is also on the cover of
the November 2010 edition of the
magazine, The Classic Male.

“I owe my success to Asheville School because of the
transformation I made from freshman year to senior year.”
-- Patrick Darab 2005
Darab was involved in chorus, chapel
choir, chamber choir, and several musicals
during his high school career. He was cast
at Lieutenant Cable in South Pacific and
Paul in Carnival.
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remembers. Darab and his classmates
recorded and mastered an album, asking
for Long’s assistance in making CDs.
Darab graduated from Asheville School in
2005 and obtained his degree in Vocal
Performance from the University of North

“I owe my success to Asheville School
because of the transformation I made
from freshman year to senior year. I was
forced to gain independence and grow up.
It was the best experience in my whole
life.”

Fifteen Compete
In Annual Alumni
Basketball Game
By Sheila Steelman
Associate Director of Communications

Karl Koon 1974 is pictured with three of his daughters. His oldest daughter, Kelly
(not pictured), is a senior at Asheville School.

On Saturday, November 13, on the Chuck and Tura Carter
Court at Asheville School, the boys’ varsity basketball team
claimed its second consecutive victory over the Asheville School
alumni team, 66-58. The alumni team won six out of eight
previous alumni basketball games.
Asheville School was ecstatic to have 15 alumni return to play in
the game. Players’ class years ranged from Karl Koon 1974 to
recent graduate Morgan Sadler 2010. The leading scorer for the
alumni team was Kenny Milford 1999, who spent his college
basketball years at The Citadel. Asheville School appreciated
having former coaches Ron Bromley and Chuck Carter
coaching the alumni team this year.
Coach Carter recalls the alumni basketball game being his
favorite game of the season while he was coaching here. “It was
the only game of the year when I couldn’t lose,” said Carter.

2010 Asheville School Alumni Basketball Team

Alumni team member Aaron Garrish 1996 played against his
younger brother, varsity team member Chase Garrish 2011.
Their father, Wayne Garrish 1975, and Aaron’s son, Evan,
cheered from the stands.
Right before the halftime buzzer, freshman Naeem Swinton took
a shot before he reached the half-court line, and the crowd went
wild as the ball swished through the net.
The score was very close until the last quarter, when the varsity
team pulled ahead for good. Following the game, a reception was
held in the Hunt Room for all players and alumni to catch up.

Chuck Carter, center, talks to his players during the alumni basketball game played
on Asheville School’s Carter Carter.

The players participating were Nathan Bradshaw 2004, Charles
Carter 1986, Aaron Garrish 1996, James Pharr 1997, Michael
Saltzman 2006, Kevin Finder 2006, Karl Koon 1974, Trey
Wilson 1995, Peter Dorton 1982, Burt Gordon 1986, Morgan
Sadler 2010, Kenny Milford 1999, Geoff Prince 2000, Forrest
Toms 2004, Judd Garbarino 1994.
Other alumni in attendance were Walter Cox 1972, Wayne
Garrish 1975, Sonny Goodson 2005, Cliff Feingold 1967,
Betsey Winsor Ambler 1977, Mary Grace Hinkle 2005, and Doc
Embler – former faculty.

Pictured from left to right: Wayne Garrish 1975, Evan (Aaron’s son), Aaron
Garrish 1996, and Chase Garrish 2011.
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Learning To Celebrate
By Addie Navarro 2011

A Top-Notch Education

F

our years ago, I sat up in the balcony in the chapel with
the other third formers, slept beside my roommate Yoly
Rodriguez in our tiny Kehaya dorm room, and as many
faculty members fondly remember, painfully endured
study hall in the CCC along with the rest of the class.
Sitting in the Childs Conference Center, or as we affectionately
called it, the Child Containment Center, every night for two hours
was about as appealing to me as Chinese water torture. I hated
everything about that room: the cold, pale-blue walls, the slow
ticking of the clock, and especially the ever-watchful eyes of Ms.
Cianculli. My hatred of the CCC was not, however, derived from an
unwillingness to do my homework or a loathing of school in
general. As a matter of fact, I confess that I am a total nerd and
have always loved school.

For as far back as I can remember, I have looked forward to the
start of each new school year and have taken pride in
accomplishing my homework each night. Ask my sister, and she
will tell you how our childhood years were filled with my begging
her to play school, even though all she wanted to do was have
recess all day. Ironically, I did not come to realize fully the value of
education at Asheville School; I learned it in Tanzania. This past
summer, I was fortunate enough to travel to Tanzania in part to
volunteer at a school. Prior to my trip, my reasons for liking
school were limited to materialistic and superficial reasons, such as
my strange obsession with school supply shopping, socializing with
friends, and earning good grades.
By contrast, the students at the Orkeeswa School in Tanzania are
literally obsessed with learning. Ranging in age from 12 to 20 years
old, they value education so much that they are willing to walk for
up to three hours each morning and again each night just to have
the opportunity to come to school at all. Having only begun to
learn English in September, the Orkeeswa students blew me away
with their near fluency the following July. A boy named Isdori
caught me off guard when he asked me what I thought about the
economy of Sweden. I was astounded. Never before had I witnessed
students my own age so fully engaged in their school and so eager
to learn. The walls of their classrooms were covered with posters
displaying quotations from Nelson Mandela promoting the power
of education.
What I remember most vividly from my time in the Orkeeswa
School was learning the students’ plans for the future. When asked
what they wanted to do once they graduated from Okeeswa, every
single student replied that they want to attend university and then
go on to become doctors, lawyers, teachers, clergymen, or
politicians. Many of my American peers probably are like me in
that they have only a vague idea of what they want to do once they
graduate college and begin their careers.
Our very first day at the school, before we had barely even gotten a
chance to talk with one another, the Orkeeswa students performed
a play entirely in English. Keep in mind that English is not their
first language, or their second. The play was humorous and showed
a scene in which the children of a villager ask their father if they
may attend secondary school. The character of the father replies
that no, they cannot, they are needed at home to do chores around
the house and help with the cattle. The children then argue that

with an education, they will have a much brighter future and many
more opportunities in life. After several scenes of his children’s
convincing arguments, eventually the father agrees to allow his
children to attend school, and the play ends in dancing and
celebration.
For the students at Orkeeswa Secondary School, education does
not mean being forced to attend school every day, nor does it mean
doing homework only because the teacher requires it. For these
students, an education is like food and water; it is a necessity of
life. They do not think of their school as a jail or a child
containment center, as many American students do. Rather, they
look at their school as a haven, a place to seek refuge and find
peace in knowing that the only responsibility they have while at
school is to learn. It is truly remarkable to witness the hope they
have for the future. They understand that their education has the
power to transform their own lives, and in turn, the society around
them.
In Greg Mortenson’s Three Cups of Tea, a Pakistani girl, Jahan, talks
about her own views on education and how she gained the
confidence to go out into the world and achieve her goals. She says
that after she graduated from the Korphe School, built by Greg
Mortenson in Northern Pakistan, she felt she was “clear and clean
and could go before anybody and discuss anything.” To Jahan,
education was the key that unlocked her self-assurance and her
drive to accomplish greater success than she had ever dreamed
possible. Though we frequently undervalue it, we are extremely
privileged to attend this school. Often, as we sit at our comfortable
desks in our cozy dorm rooms attempting to get through Mr.
Kollath’s take-home quiz or Mr. Bonner’s 50-page reading
assignment, it’s nearly impossible to remember that we are among
a tiny population of the world that enjoys such a top-notch
education. Students far smarter and far more ambitious than I am
would be doing back-flips if they had even a slice of the
opportunities that I have enjoyed while here at Asheville School.
I do not pretend that I have always appreciated the value of a good
education, or that I have never taken school for granted. As a
matter of fact, I can easily say on behalf of the senior class that I
did not appreciate the American Studies oral presentations during
Christ School Week, even though, now that we have undergone
such stress, we are that much more prepared for what we face
ahead in life.
The students of the Orkeeswa Secondary School in Tanzania, as
well as Jahan, the Korphe School student from Pakistan, are
roughly the same age as Asheville School students. Those students
exemplify appreciation of the true importance that education has
in our lives, and they have helped me to realize how fortunate we
are to attend a school such as Asheville School that encourages a
love of education. Learning broadens our views of the world and
allows us to dream the biggest dreams possible, whether it is to
become President of Tanzania or to found a women’s hospital in
Pakistan. Education is the single most powerful tool that we have
for success in our lives. We must take care of it, value it, and use it
for its intended purpose.
Achievement Winter 2011
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Nourishing Relationships To Create A
Stronger Community
By Laura Lawrence

W

hen I was at a volleyball
clinic in Charlotte last
spring, I saw a Gatorade
bottle on the ground,
picked it up, and threw it
away in a near-by trash can. I’m not sure
that I would have done that three years
ago. I think I do that now because as I
have walked across campus with Mr.
Plaehn or Ms. Wilson or others, I have
observed them picking up trash that I had
not noticed. It is not possible to live in a
community – something we talk a lot
about at Asheville School – and not affect
and be affected by those around you.
Have you thought about the effect people
in your life have on you, or the effect you
have on them? We rarely know the
ultimate impact we have on the members
of our community.

For example, I am sure that my childhood
teammate Michael Evans does not know
that when he was six years old, he always
came to swim practice smiling and that
his smile cheered me up and made me
enjoy practice, something that all
swimmers know is hard to do. My eightyear-old self said, “I want to be like that”
and I decided that I would always try to
have a smile on my face.
Michael’s influence didn’t stop with me,
because when I was teaching at
Hendersonville High School, I tried to
greet students with a smile each day.
When I announced that I was leaving to
come to Asheville School, a student whom
I had neither taught nor coached wrote a
heart-felt note expressing her sadness.
She said that she would miss the fact that
someone smiled and said hi to her in the
halls every day. Her note reinforced for
me that our impact on another individual
extends far beyond anything we can know
or predict.
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It is pretty evident with the technology we
use every day such as email, cell phones,
and Facebook that communicating and
connecting with others is important in
our culture. It astonishes me, though,
that despite all of our tools, our level of
social interaction has actually dwindled
over time. More and more of our time is
spent alone or not genuinely interacting
with others. Although technology has
made life easier in some ways, we have
traded saving time for a reduced number
of crucial hours spent with our peers and
family. This shift has been the pattern of
the modern age, for even early
technologies such as air conditioning
units reduced the time sitting with
neighbors on the front porch.
At Asheville School you can’t use your cell
phone, iPOD, or computer anywhere that
you could be socializing with your friends;
this is one of the reasons I have fallen in
love with Asheville School. I believe it to
be a place that is conducive to promoting
strong social relationships. Every time I
walk across Kehaya Lawn, I am amazed
and thankful that students actually sit
outside and talk with each other or that a
game of Frisbee or volleyball can be
picked up without much thought and that
anyone is welcome to join in.

My thoughts about our approach to and
emphasis on building quality relationships
with one another were reinforced when
David Brooks spoke here in April 2010.
He emphasized that focusing on building
strong interpersonal relationships is the
foundation and requirement of not only a
happy but also a successful life. The Bible
teaches: love your neighbor as yourself,
and do unto others as you would have
them do unto you. This message appears
eight times in the Bible. Now if I said
something eight times to a class, I would
hope that my students would get the hint
that it was an important message.
Furthermore, remember that cheesy email
that asks you to name the past Academy
Award winners, and of course you can’t
do that. Yet you can rattle off the names
of people who have made a difference in
your life. As Albert Pike said, “What we
have done for ourselves alone dies with
us; what we have done for others and the
world remains and is immortal.” We
might think that earning the highest
grade or getting the best job should be the
priority in our lives, but what our brain
tells us is important is actually a different
story.
How do our brains respond, interpret,
and connect to people? Recent research
on the brain shows that we are hard-wired
for social interaction. Our brains are
constantly reading and adapting to the
signals we get from people around us; the
region associated with these behaviors is
the neo-cortex. This region happens to be
larger in humans than in any other
species, leading scientists to believe that
our success as a species has a lot to do
with our keen ability to interact and work
with the other humans around us.
Further studies of the neo-cortex have led
to the discovery of two types of cells,

spindle cells and mirror neurons.
Spindle cells allow us to adapt to various
social situations and heighten our
perceptiveness of the behaviors of other
people. The actions of these cells are the
reasons that “when we interact with
someone, only seven percent of our
communication is verbal; the other 93
percent comes from non-verbal cues such
as gestures or tone of voice.”
Mirror neurons, the cells assigned to
facilitate the connection we feel with
members of our community, allow us to
“read” others. Because of the interactions
of these cells, Steve Strogatz, the author of
Sync, and Daniel Goleman, the author of
Social Intelligence, both write in their
books that our brains will literally sync
with the other human(s) we are talking to.
We have no control over this; it just
happens.
When you are engaged in conversation
with another person, your brain waves
and those of the other person will sync to
follow the same patterns; interestingly
enough, your speech, breath, and heart
rate will sync as well. In fact, it takes your
brain only about seven seconds to sync
and for you to decide how you feel about
the person you are talking with.
You might not have recognized all of this
activity as it was happening, but most
likely you have experienced situations in
which you failed to sync with the person
you were talking to. You probably walked
away from that conversation feeling weird.
Your cells were trying to sync with that
other person, but they weren’t getting the
return signal.
Scientists have found that we are
physically susceptible to the moods of the
people around us. Just being around
someone positive can improve our health
by strengthening our immune and
cardiovascular systems. On the other
hand, there is evidence that being around
someone who is negative or who hurts
more than he or she helps can harm us
just as much as an infection from a
pathogen can. One study reported that
individuals who were put in situations
involving negative interactions with their
researchers were two and a half times

more likely to develop a cold when
exposed to a virus than those who
experienced positive and connecting
interactions.
As the authors of The Power of Nice and
The Power of Small have put it, “It isn’t
that most people mean to be
inconsiderate. We’re just so busy starring
in our own movie that we forget that
everyone else is also starring in theirs.”
Authors Linda Kaplan Thaler and Robin
Koval illustrate in these books why little
acts such as genuinely smiling, paying a
small compliment, saying thank you, or
holding the door open tend to have much
larger effects than the actions themselves.
These authors report that adopting the
habits of paying attention to the small
details is what makes being nice powerful.
They describe nice as the “toughest fourletter word you will ever hear” and that
nice means “moving forward with the
clear-eyed confidence that comes from
knowing that being nice and placing other
people’s needs on the same level as your
own will get you everything that you
want.”
We see evidence of the effects of this
definition in our communities. For
example, professionals such as teachers,
clergymen, and fire fighters – people in
careers with community and service
emphasis – have the highest happiness
ratings through the life of their careers,
even though their income is typically less
than that for most other professions. A
study at the University of Michigan
reported that older people who reached
out and served others by volunteering or
being a good friend or neighbor had a
60% lower rate of premature death than
those who did not reach out.
Another study of teens in Texas followed a
school program in which the teens
tutored local elementary students; the
drop-out rate of these teens declined from
35% to 6%. In Social Intelligence,
Goleman explains that communities, even
those in poverty, with strong positive
social interactions experience lower crime
rates and lower drug use. Goleman’s
conclusion is that “Nourishing
relationships are the single most

universally agreed-upon feature of a good
life – it is the core feature of the optimal
human existence.”
Nourishing relationships take a lot of
energy and practice, and they require
using different perspectives than we might
ordinarily use. Whether we want to or
not, we affect the people we are around.
The members of our communities have
mirror neurons and spindle cells that are
trying to establish connections. Every day
our attitudes and mannerisms affect the
immune and cardiovascular systems of
each person we have contact with, and
then they affect the people they are
around, and so forth. Although we can’t
predict how far one individual’s influence
will spread, knowing that we are positively
syncing with others will produce
immeasurable benefits not only on our
own lives and health but also on the life
and health of a community as a whole.
In the coming week, I encourage each of
you to take a moment to think about the
connections you make with the people
you encounter each day. Make a mental
list of your actions that are genuinely nice
and place other people’s needs on the
same level as your own. Include in your
list not only your interactions with your
good friends, but also those you had with
the people you passed in the hall,
discussed material in class with, or sat
with at lunch. Your list can include large
gestures but also small ones like sharing
candy with a classmate, learning and using
the names of the people who clean your
building, attending a couple of athletic
events of your peers, holding the door for
someone behind you, paying someone a
small compliment, writing a short thankyou note, picking up trash…the list goes
on and on.
Remember your actions that make the
biggest difference don’t have to be the
biggest actions; they can simply be that
you kept a smile on your face, for you will
never know how far that smile may travel.
Laura Lawrence teaches science and coaches
swimming at Asheville School and lives on
campus with her husband, Brian. This
article is from a chapel talk that she
delivered.
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Chris Russell 1987:
Reflections On My Time At Asheville School And The
School’s Focus On The Country’s Founding Documents
was raised in Asheville, was a boarding student in
Anderson Hall as a third former, spent the next three
years as a day student, and graduated in 1987. One of
the first classmates I met at Asheville School was John
Thorsen 1987, who became a good friend and soccer
teammate for four years. I was happy to catch up with John
recently upon his return to Asheville School. My third form
prefect was Rob Goodman 1984, who instilled in us a
respect for Asheville School’s traditions and for the
opportunities we were fortunate to have there. Among my
activities at Asheville School, I was varsity soccer captain and
managing editor of The Ashnoca.

I

Academically, Asheville School provided a foundation for
learning and skills that were beneficial at Dartmouth
College, where I graduated in 1991, and at Notre Dame Law
School, where I graduated with honors in 1995. Moreover,
several teachers inspired me at Asheville School, including
Earl Mitchelle, Vance Wilson, and Robert Blair. Mr. Blair’s
course in U.S. Government was probably my favorite, and
that course fostered my interest in government service. In
addition, my classmates motivated and encouraged me
academically. I recall, for example, many fun and stimulating
discussions shared with George Ivey, Robert Jones and Casey
Gallagher, now a novelist, judge, and doctor, respectively.
Friends and mentors and teachers at Asheville School have
impacted my life in positive ways. I am happy to have
maintained many of those friendships in the 20-plus years
since my Asheville School graduation.
Others in addition to Mr. Blair contributed to my interest in
government service. Foremost were my parents, who have
spent their lives serving others through parenting and
medical research and practice. I spent many summers at
Camp Dudley in the Adirondacks region of New York, where
the late Dr. Willie Schmidt was director. After leaving Camp
Dudley, Doc Schmidt taught U.S. History at Asheville
School, inspiring students for a decade. Wonderful
friendships and the camp motto - “the other fellow first” inspired many of us to service professions. My wife
Caroline’s selfless devotion to our three children reminds me
every day of the value of serving others. My brothers, John
1985, an attorney who has worked as a public defender, and
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Hyde 1991, a pediatric heart surgeon (also Asheville School
graduates) have provided similar inspiration.
Notre Dame Law School strives to educate a “different kind
of lawyer.” The moral values of the Catholic legal tradition
epitomized by Sir Thomas More inform the mission of
NDLS, and those principles have figured in my career
choices. One of my favorite courses in law school was
Constitutional Law, and I am privileged to have had the
opportunity to teach Constitutional Law myself to cadets at
the Virginia Military Institute in Lexington, Virginia for the
past nine years.
As an attorney for the Commonwealth of Virginia, I
encounter the Bill of Rights nearly every day in striving to
protect victims and to pursue accountability for offenders. I
believe that these founding principles strike a fair balance
between individual liberty and effective law enforcement. In
particular, they promote a cherished tenet of our criminal
justice system. It is preferable to let a guilty man go free than
to convict one who is innocent.
Our founding documents should indeed be a focus of social
studies at Asheville School. The Constitution has proven a
remarkable document in its capacity to maintain its
relevance in the lives of American citizens throughout
generations of advancement and change, and in its ability to
address our civil liberties in times of turmoil and prosperity.
Although our leaders and our courts have not always
succeeded in achieving social justice in our nation’s darkest
hours, I believe the Constitution helps restore us from
difficult periods and events by recalling our founding
principles as we attempt to address pressing needs and as we
work to better our society for future generations.
This school year, Asheville School’s Humanities Department
has focused on the country’s Founding Documents, including a
Founding Documents Day in January. This semester, Head of
School Arch Montgomery is teaching a new class about the Bill
of Rights.
Chris Russell 1987 lives in Buena Vista, VA with his wife,
Caroline, and his three children, Rebecca, Samantha, and Paul.
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Life Is One Big Adventure Tracking Western
Lowland Gorillas In The Heart Of Africa
By Laurel Marburg 1998

I

woke up to the sound of leaves being torn a few feet
away from my head. What time was it? I had no idea.
It was pitch black as always, the customary sunset to
sunrise blackness. Rriiiiippp! What was that? All the
possibilities began rolling through my head. Leopard!

No, a leopard would not be ripping leaves. The smell of tropical
plants bleeding sap from fresh wounds wafted through my tent
whose sides were sheer mesh. Gorilla!
No, no, no. A gorilla would not be foraging at this time of night whatever time it really was. Gorillas would be sleeping in their
nests, probably high in the trees because of the rains. An eerie
sound of a tree groaning under the weight of something very
large rubbing and pushing it broke through my… ELEPHANT!
I heard tall grasses swishing, and then I knew for certain that I

Where in the world was I? you ask. I was living in Gabon, Central
Africa, working for the Zoological Society of London at Mikongo
Conservation Center. In 2002, Gabon’s then-president Omar
Bongo established 13 national parks. His hope was to turn the
world’s “Last Eden” into a popular African tourist destination.
Gabon is home to hippos, elephants, baboons, crocodiles,
numerous unique birds, leopards, chimpanzees, gorillas, and
much more wildlife throughout her jungles, rivers and
savannahs. Mikongo Camp’s objective was to boost that tourism
vision by providing guided walks through the jungle for
foreigners who sought to experience whatever the forest had to
offer on a given day.
Gorillas are a huge tourist attraction, as can be seen with the
success of the promotion of mountain gorillas in Rwanda.
Therefore, my job was to supervise a group of gorilla trackers in
a search for gorillas in the area, work to habituate the animals to
human presence, and gather
information concerning them, such as
their diet, range, and nesting behavior.
Yes, I literally spent my days tracking
western lowland gorillas in the heart of
Africa. It is exactly what I said I was
going to do with life when I was just 12
years old.

My actual job was a wish come reality.
In the early morning I bathed in the
dark blue river that flowed through the
bright orange soil of African earth. Each
day I packed up for unknown
adventures. Although I traveled around
the country a little bit, most of my
adventures took place in my daily
routine of walking in the forest. That
was where I saw my first free-living
gorilla. I had always imagined the
moment would be one of complete
The gorilla trackers that Laurel works with everyday in the forest. From left to right it is ZB, Aime, Laurel 1998, Manix and Dider.
peace. I pictured myself sitting at a
distance and watching gorillas play and eat in the spattered
was lying approximately six feet away from a forest elephant
sunshine falling through the thick canopy. This scene was a far
feeding beside my tent. I was never more frightened nor more at
cry from what actually happened.
peace. With visions of my body lying trampled and lifeless in a
crushed tent, my overwhelming thought was this: at least I would My first encounter with a gorilla took place during my first two
weeks in Gabon. The trackers were guiding me along some fresh
die living out my dream.
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gorilla tracks of chewed piths and knuckle
prints. The scent of gorillas embraced me
as various foreign insects swarmed around
my head and into my eyes. I honestly
could not have been happier than at that
moment. As we made our way quietly
down a creek bed, a huge silverback burst
through some foliage to my right, barking
and screaming at me as he charged - not
exactly the vision I had carried around for
so many years, but that is life. More
peaceful encounters with gorillas, similar
to what I had expected, did in fact reveal
themselves to me later on during my year
in Gabon.
I normally hiked anywhere from 6 to 8
hours a day in the jungle – learning about
fruits and trees, searching for gorillas, and
collecting data. There were days that I felt
like I was living in Jurassic Park. Many
times, trackers and I literally had to run
from a herd of elephants or change our
route if dangerous animals were in our
path. We constantly listened for the
slightest sound that could indicate danger.
For me, the sounds of mandrills crying
were the most haunting. Bushpigs, like
Pumba from The Lion King, would
randomly jump in our path and snakes
seamlessly blended in with the vines.
There were the low rumbles of elephants,
screams of chimpanzees, calls of various
monkeys, and tracks of panthers which
eventually led to the remnants
of their last meal. I loved
it all. The hard part
was escaping to
safety in clumsy
Wellingtons
caked in mud
and trying to
be quiet at
the

same time. I guess the Pygmies are known
for being good hunters for a reason:
tracking an animal quietly is much easier
if you are not six feet tall!

values I believe are important and
worthwhile in life: that life is not fulfilled
by attaining some end product, but by
enjoying our days.

I was living the life I had dreamed about.
In the early 1990’s, the genocide in
Rwanda had made headlines around the
world, and some film of mountain gorillas
being caught in the crossfire flickered
across the TV screen of my middle-school
classroom. In the eyes of these gentle,
intelligent creatures, I saw a quiet peace
amid all the destruction and saw so much
I needed to learn about life. I knew at that
point that I was going to spend my life
helping protect them in any way I could.

We have a choice every day to embrace
what comes as a blessing or to view it as
an enemy muddying up a distinct route
we want to follow. We can either try to
control our days, or relax and go with the
flow of what life gives us. I put myself out
in the forest to find gorillas, but I could
not control whether I found them. Weeks
passed by without my crossing a single
trace of their existence. Instead, I spent
that precious time learning about
traditional uses of various barks, seeds,
and leaves from the Pygmy trackers. There
was always something to savor. All I could
do was decide to enjoy each moment with
the very real knowledge that with a few
potent mosquito bites or one angry
elephant, it could be my last.

Luckily for me, I was able to foster that
desire while at Asheville School. Asheville
School helped prepare me to take on such
a passion, as I was surrounded by a large
family who truly believed in my ability to
accomplish whatever I chose. The faculty
continuously encouraged me to challenge
myself and to pursue full force the goals
that drove me. I was never told that my
dream was unrealistic or impossible, just
that I had to find my own route to get
there. I took from Asheville School the
belief that if I trusted in myself and had
the strength and confidence, I really could
accomplish anything.
Asheville School helped me discover my
own strength, which enabled me to pursue
my dream to go to Africa. After
earning bachelor’s degrees in
psychology and biology and a
master’s degree in
experimental psychology
focusing on primate
behavior and ecology, I
finally realized my
dream. Africa has
helped me
realize
the

Life is one big adventure. My days in
Gabon reminded me to see it that way. My
experience spent on behalf of gorillas
solidified my belief that I was exactly
where I was meant to be, working in some
small part as a protector of these beautiful
creatures. Through believing and
persevering, I have achieved the
outlandish, the impossible. My dreams
became my days.
A graduate of Asheville School in 1998,
Laurel Marburg completed her
undergraduate work at Virginia Tech and
received her Master’s at Central Washington
University. She is now on faculty at Virginia
Tech as a research associate for VTTI (VT
Transportation Institute). Laurel comments,
“I know that what I do makes a difference
in saving lives. In addition, I have focused
my life more on what makes me happy running. I hope that a number of
marathons and perhaps a triathlon are in
my future for this coming year. I re-visited
Gabon a few months ago and volunteered a
bit for ZSL. I plan to return again in
another year. I make presentations about
primate conservation and about my
experiences in Africa in general.”
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Making It Real: Humanities Students
Experience Washington, D.C.
By Nancy Parrish
Former Asheville School Humanities Teacher
It is hard to imagine a more memorable experience for the entire
Sixth Form than bringing the American Studies curriculum to
life in our nation’s capital. Sixty-three students had just that
opportunity in 2010, participating in the fourth annual spring
break trip to Washington, D.C., as part of the John William Pope
Foundation gift in the humanities. Because Asheville School’s

curriculum encompasses the simultaneous study of history,
literature, art and music, students have the opportunity to
enhance these course connections in a four-day trip—connecting
with two Asheville School alumni during the visit as well.
Any school outing offers camaraderie and fun among classmates,
and this trip is no exception. Clearly, however, the American
Studies trip remains distinctive in its generous invitation to visit
the home of alumnus and former school trustee Richard Kelly
1968, whose private Kelly Collection of American Illustration is
simply remarkable. Just outside Washington, Richard, his wife,
Mary, and sons Neal and Jack open their unique Virginia
residence to the Asheville students each year for dinner and
discussion. Following a full day of touring museums and sights,
tired students instantly rejuvenate upon arrival at the Kellys’ and
are mesmerized with curiosity at the special combination of a
home and gallery in one. This lovely family’s unparalleled
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passion for art leaves a
lasting impression on
these senior students
beginning to culminate
their year-long look at
American culture.
“One of the nicest tieins is that the students
are hitting this period
of the 1920s right as
they come here. They
are seeing the images
just as they have
studied this,” Kelly says
of the students from his
alma mater. “When
they come, most are
surprised about how
good this kind of art is
because they are not
familiar with
illustration. They are
surprised how large the
works really are.”
Kelly’s passion for collecting art began as a young man collecting
comic books, blossoming years later into the current tally of
more than 300 original oil paintings, watercolors and pencil

a tour of the nation’s highest court is all the more relevant.
"I enjoy seeing the Asheville School students because even as
times change and fashions change, the feeling of being with a
group of kids from Asheville School is immediately familiar,"
Eby says. "This doesn’t seem to change, despite the increasing
number of years between their ages and mine. I can’t really
explain it, but the bond is a good feeling, and I feel it strongly
year after year. I am always proud to have the Asheville School
students here, and I am always proud to be able to show off the
court."

drawings from 1890 to 1935 by American artists such as N.C.
Wyeth, Dean Cornwell, Maxfield Parrish and Normal Rockwell.
Coming full circle, the collection also includes many of the
magazine covers and printed pieces showing how these original
works were used. “I really love the visual connection,” Kelly adds.
“They are seeing through a 1920 American’s eyes.”
A trip survey following the Kelly visit always brings rave reviews
from students. “After studying the Jazz Age in such great depth,
seeing a John Held, Jr. original illustration deemed the
embodying image of the 1920s was an unbelievable experience,”
wrote Rebecca McKee 2010 of a Roaring Twenties flapper image
in the Kelly den. “I found myself in awe for days after seeing the
range and caliber of his collection.”
Chaperone and Humanities department chair John Gregory, a
self-proclaimed Held enthusiast, agrees—adding that he never
gets tired of visiting all the city’s art and his favorite D.C. book
shop located in a tiny corner of the Lincoln Memorial. The 2010
trip chaperones included Gregory as well as Humanities teachers
Burt Gordon ’86, Jay Bonner, Nancy Parrish and John Crawley.
Other tour highlights included the national mall monuments,
the U.S. Capitol, the National Portrait Gallery, the Smithsonian,
evening services at the National Cathedral, and a guest lecture
with a noted economist hosted by former Asheville School
faculty members Linda and Vance Wilson on the campus of St.
Albans School, where Vance is head of school.
An additional stop at the U.S. Supreme Court becomes all the
more special because of an Asheville School alumna. Jennifer
Goodman Eby 1977 serves as Personnel Manager for the U.S.
Supreme Court and coordinates an annual behind-the-scenes
look at the court for Asheville students each March. Students sit
in the courtroom, visit closed-door spaces not on the regular
tour, and are hosted for lunch. The American Studies course
places a heavy emphasis on the study of the U.S. Constitution, so

A final event of the 2010 D.C. trip was a meeting with Georgia
congressman John Lewis, whose stories of his early years as an
American civil rights pioneer with Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
will surely remain in the students’ minds for the rest of their
lives. His photos of police beatings when he was leading a
peaceful 1965 march in Selma, AL, made the civil rights
movement real.
“I can honestly say I’ve never met a man more charismatic than
Congressman Lewis,” said Jeff Warren 2010. “The fact that we
were sitting on the steps of the Capitol with a man responsible
for the civil rights movement was in itself a sobering reminder of
the progress we’ve made as a country. I raised my hand and
asked him, after everything that he has experienced and all that
he has seen, if he believes societies can change. ‘Yes’ was his
answer.”
All in all, student comments following their trip reflect an
overwhelming gratitude for the opportunity to experience
Washington as an entire class. As she reflects on her experience,
the words of Ivy Givens 2010 seem to resonate with most of her
classmates’ sentiments. “Sometimes what we read in textbooks
and on the news about all the important things that have
happened in D.C. sounds embellished and almost fictional,” she

writes. “But actually being there and seeing the monuments, the
Capitol and the White House with my own eyes made it a lot
more real and believable. It was a wonderful trip.”
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Students Learn Lessons In Giving Back
By Sheila Steelman
Associate Director of Communications
Asheville School understands the importance of giving back.
Service has been a staple of life at Asheville School since Mitchell
Cabinet was formed in the early 1920’s.
While the tradition of students volunteering through Mitchell
Cabinet continues, the school’s community service program has
expanded in recent years to ensure that all students participate in
a variety of service projects before they graduate.
All third formers, fourth formers, and fifth formers are required
to complete between 30 and 40 community service hours a year,
while seniors are expected to participate in unsupervised
volunteerism.
“Seven years ago we hoped to create a program that would be
sequentially sensible, building from stewardship in the Third
Form through outreach in the Fourth Form, independent
volunteerism in the Fifth Form, and finally leadership in the
Sixth Form,” said Head of School Arch Montgomery. “We
believed then and believe now that Asheville School must
inculcate in its students the habit of service, that serving others
and our communities is just something expected of every decent
human being. In addition, we believe that a sense of duty or
obligation to something greater than your own comfort is a
satisfying aspect of a complete, whole life.”
Freshmen complete their service projects every other Tuesday on
campus, while sophomores help out in the local Asheville area.
Juniors are required to complete 40 hours of service connected
to their hometowns, and write at least a B+ reflection paper on
their experience.
“The goal here is to provide a service that is meaningful and
fosters a sense of volunteerism for our students beyond their
experience at Asheville School,” said service project coordinator
Jerry Prickett. “We hope they’ll be life-long volunteers.”
This year’s Mitchell Cabinet officers are President Taylor Baird
(Hendersonville, NC), Program Chairman Sami-Jo Wood-Greer
(Tavernier, FL), Secretary Autumn Stone (Asheville, NC) and
Treasurer Mary Han (Seoul, Korea).
This group works to gather food for the annual student food
drive with MANNA Food Bank in the fall and helps West End
Postal workers collect food in the spring. They participate in
programs such as Coats for the Cold, Angel Tree (to provide toys
and clothes for families at Christmas), Christian Rural Overseas
Program - CROP walk (to fight hunger locally and
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internationally), hosting blood drives, and feeding the homeless
at a church in downtown Asheville.
Mitchell Cabinet also holds several fundraisers, especially for
disaster relief programs. In 2010 the group has raised $1,500 for
the Red Cross and an additional $2,000 for Darfur relief
programs.
Some of the on-campus Third Form service groups are working
in communications, the vegetable garden, composting, recycling,
painting, gardening, trail maintenance, and the fitness center or
chapel.
These projects are ongoing and very beneficial to the campus. By
recycling and composting, two services that have been in place
since the beginning of the program, the students’ efforts have
helped reduce an incredible amount of waste.
Off-campus projects include working with MANNA Food Bank,
the Humane Society, and Asheville Greenworks; helping disabled
and elderly people in Battery Park Apartments; and volunteering
at local elementary schools.
Fifth formers have participated in mission trips through their
hometown churches and volunteered in their communities.
Through this program, they have lived and helped people in the
Philippines and Costa Rica. One student worked with a medical
group her father is involved in, while another visited a leper
colony.
And while service is voluntary for seniors, many seniors choose
to join Mitchell Cabinet or continue to help organizations they
have already been involved with.
Several schools have a graduation requirement of a certain
number of volunteer hours. Asheville School shows students the
importance of working to better your immediate environment,
your local community, and global community before graduation.
The school, Prickett says, has received very positive feedback
from members of the community who have thanked students for
their efforts and let them know that they are making a difference.

Christ School Weekend 2010
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Nathaniel Philbrick - Founders’ Day Convocation
Thursday, April 28, 2011 - 7:15 p.m.
Champion sailor, award-winning scholar and best-selling author
Nathaniel Philbrick is a lively and illuminating speaker on all
things historical and maritime. He will speak at Asheville
School’s Founder’s Day Convocation on April 28, 2011 - a visit
made possible by the John William Pope Foundation.
Philbrick first gained fame for his nonfiction classic In the Heart
of the Sea: The Tragedy of the Whaleship Essex, which familiarized
modern readers with the harrowing true story behind Herman
Melville’s Moby Dick; the gripping bestseller won the prestigious
National Book Award in 2001. More recently he revisited the
bestseller lists with Mayflower: A Story of Courage, Community,
and War, his fresh take on the Pilgrims’ journey to Plymouth
Rock.
A renowned scholar who wears his learning lightly, Philbrick
entertains listening audiences with fascinating accounts of
America’s past and tales of his own seagoing adventures. His
lectures are delivered in the same brisk and engaging style that
has made him one of the country’s most popular authors of
historical narrative.

Alumni Weekend 2011
April 29, 30, & May 1
Visit with some of your old friends and teachers and come see
what’s new at Asheville School.

• Thursday, April 28 - - Founders’ Day Convocation – 7:15 p.m.
Champion sailor, award-winning scholar and best selling author Nathaniel Philbrick
• Friday, April 29 - - We will host cocktails and hors d’oeuvres at Paulsen Lodge for these classes:
1966, 1971, 1976, 1981, 1986, 1991, 1996, 2001 and 2006, and cocktails and dinner at the Fall House for
Old Guard classes 1926 – 1961.
• Saturday, April 30 - - Don’t miss your class pictures from 12:50 – 2:30 p.m. on the front porch of
Mitchell.
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Alumni, Faculty And Friends Support School’s
Hollandsworth-Maggart Preservation Society
From Staff Reports
We are immensely grateful to the 162 members of the
Hollandsworth-Maggart Preservation Society who have
participated in the effort to preserve our campus’s beauty. Begun
in 2006 as a way to ensure that that the 205 undeveloped acres
on campus remain that way, the program allows generous friends
to name an acre with a gift of $50,000. That acre will be
included in a preservation tract that will not be sold, leased, or
developed for non-school purposes. Funds raised will be added
to the school’s endowment.
The Society was named in honor of James “Pop” Hollandsworth
and Ed Maggart, whose combined decades of leadership of the
Mountaineering program have instilled in countless students a
love of the natural beauty of our campus and surroundings.
As of December 2010, 89 acres have been named. Some have

been preserved by one individual, but others have been named
by an alumni class, parent class, or foundation. Acre #2 has been
preserved through gifts from current and former faculty
members. The program has so far raised over $3 million in cash
and $1 million in pledges for Asheville School’s endowment.
The largest commitment was for 20 acres ($1 million) in 2008 by
the E.L. & Thelma Gaylord Foundation, which was founded by
alumnus Ed Gaylord ’37, who passed away in 2003.
During 2010, close to $220,000 in cash was added to the
endowment through Hollandsworth-Maggart Preservation
Society program. The most recent acres that were paid in full are
#60 (the Class of 1960 acre) and acre #88 (Mr. and Mrs. James
M. Fowler IV 1957).
A full listing of the Hollandsworth-Maggart donors is available
online at http://www.ashevilleschool.org/giving/hollmagg.aspx
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Planned Gifts Benefit Future Generations
By Rob Nelson 1979

I

will never forget being called into
Jack Tyrer’s office one spring
morning, thinking my time at
Asheville was about to come to an
abrupt end. There had been more
than one instance in my fifth form
year when I had taken unauthorized
leave. (Of course, in my mind to
bolster the
Asheville
economy).
However,
that was not
the reason
Jack called
me in quite the
contrary,
actually. I
had
managed to
gain early
admission
to Roanoke College without even
having a diploma from Asheville, and
Jack knew I was going to leave.
He, in a very serious, yet respectful
way, understood my plight, or flight as
the case may be, but strongly

encouraged me to stay and
enumerated every possible reason why
I should. While ultimately everything
turned out fine for me, Jack was right.
He was right because I would miss
that magical sixth form year. I’m still
envious of the bonds my fellow
classmates share to this day, having
made it all the way through. It wasn’t
just that, though; he realized the
importance of following through on
goals you set for yourself. Meeting
goals builds character and what kind
of school is Asheville, if not a
character school?
The better part of reaching those goals
came from the daily regimen. There
were then, as now, expectations of
every student every moment, every
class, every day to be prepared,
whether it be in class or on the
playing field. Following through and
meeting those expectations meant
success. That discipline, that rigor has
had more impact on me than
anything else I’ve taken from Asheville
School.

And now as some of my investments
have prospered, I felt the need to give
back in an exchange of sorts, for what
I’ve taken from the school. Even
though I would likely have been voted
“least likely to give to the school,” as I
have aged, I realize how crucial those
tough years at school were and more
importantly, that there are students
less fortunate than I who could truly
benefit and appreciate the gift that
Asheville School itself is, far more so
than I was able to do at the time.
What makes this school work are
people like Jack Tyrer and Arch
Montgomery, who have the insight,
desire and heart to inspire the
students at Asheville. We need to give
back to keep that tradition alive and
strong. Please consider a gift to the
Peck Society through whatever
financial instrument that makes the
most sense for your estate.
Rob Nelson 1979 lives in Keswick,
Virginia, with his wife, Krysia, and
daughter, Kate, where he manages
several thoroughbred farms.

For more information about making a Planned Gift to Asheville School, visit our website at
www.ashevilleschool.org/plannedgiving, call John Thorsen at 828-254-6345 ext. 4028 or email him at
thorsenj@ashevilleschool.org.

To Submit A Class Note,
email Bob Williams at williamsb@ashevilleschool.org
or submit online at ashevilleschool.org
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Five New Members Join Board Of Trustees
Ford Smith
Ford and his wife, Lindsay, reside in
Austin, TX. Ford graduated from the
University of Colorado and serves as
President of Texas Enterprises, Inc. He
and Lindsay have two children, Kendall, a
current Fifth Former, and Ford.

From left to right: Greg Morris 1972, John Boland, Cliff Feingold 1967, Tad DeBerry 1981, Ford Smith

Oliver Prince 1971, Chairman of the
Board of Trustees, welcomed five new
Board members at the October meeting.
Each of these trustees was recruited for
his specific experience and ability to serve
the school in meeting certain needs.
Asheville School’s Board of Trustees meets
three times each year to manage the
business affairs and policies of the School.
Cliff Feingold 1967 (ex-officio, President
of the Asheville School Alumni Association)
Cliff resides in Asheville, NC where he
runs his own dental practice. He entered
the Fourth Form at Asheville School,
participated in varsity baseball and soccer,
was elected Head Cheerleader, and served
on The Ashnoca, The Review, and the Blue
and White. Cliff is a graduate of Duke
University and the Emory University
School of Dentistry. He has served his
profession as President of the Buncombe
County Dental Society and member of
the North Carolina State Board of Dental

Examiners. Cliff was a Charter Member of
the Health Adventure Clown Troupe in
Asheville. He has two children, Adam and
Jamie.
Greg Morris 1972
Greg and his wife, Christina, reside in
Chicago, IL. He entered the Third Form at
Asheville School and lettered in football,
track, and wrestling. He was also a
member of the “A” Society and choir. Greg
received a B.S. from Morehouse College
and an M.D. from Emory University
School of Medicine. Greg served his
country as a member of the Georgia Army
National Guard; he was awarded a Bronze
Star and Combat Medical Badge for his
service in Operation Desert Storm. He is a
founding member of Morris and Gunter
Associates, a business growth consultancy
in Chicago. Greg and Christina have two
children, Danielle and Karl.

Tad DeBerry 1981
Tad and his wife, Barbara, reside in
Durham, NC with their daughters
Kathryn and Eleanor. Tad entered the
Fourth Form at Asheville School and
served as a prefect on First Anderson and
secretary and president of Student
Council. He graduated from Louisburg
College and Campbell University, and is
currently Director of Operations at
DeBerry Associates in Durham. Tad has
remained involved with Asheville School,
having served as President of Asheville
School Alumni Association. He
participates in Rotary International, the
Studebaker Drivers Club of Eastern
Carolina, Louisburg College Board of
Visitors and Alumni Board, and UNC-TV
Foundation Board.
John Boland
A previous trustee of Asheville School,
John and his wife, Mary, reside in
Inverness, GA. John received a B.S. from
The Citadel and an M.S. from Clemson
University before enjoying a successful
career in the textile industry. He is former
President and Chief Operating Officer of
Dominion Textile Inc., of Montreal,
Canada, past Chairman of the Georgia
Textile Manufacturers Association, and
past Chairman of The Special Committee
of the External Advisory Board for the
School of Textile and Fiber Engineering at
Georgia Tech. While in Montreal, former
Asheville School Trustee Steve
Jarislowsky 1942 introduced John to
Asheville School. John recently served as
Assistant Head of Finance and Operations
at Rabun Gap-Nacoochee School in
Rabun Gap, GA. He has three sons:
Associate Trustee Carl Boland 1999, John,
and Andrew, and three stepchildren.
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School Embraces SMART Idea For Classrooms
By Sheila Steelman
Associate Director of Communications
In math, science, humanities and language classes, Asheville
School teachers are incorporating new technologies in varying
disciplines.
When math teacher Varghese Alexander began working at
Asheville School during the 2006-2007 school year, he asked
Head of School Arch Montgomery to consider getting SMART
boards for the classrooms. Alexander had used the technology at

Alexander scans the textbook into a document (PDF) and can
pull different sections on the screen in order to show students
several pictures at the same time. The process allows teachers to
customize the PDF in order to cover content quickly and
efficiently. In his math class, he uses it to display photos to better
explain word problems. This helps students recall the
information and is helpful for students with varying learning
styles.
In 2008, SMART boards were added to science, language and
humanities classrooms, and three more were added in 2009.
Thanks to a generous donation
from parents John and Liana
Bloodworth (Dillon 2010), an
additional four SMART boards
were installed for this school year.
“My son Dillon came home on a
break and explained how his
Humanities teacher, Mr. Plaehn,
used this SMART board to really
highlight his point,” says John
Bloodworth. “On my trip to
Asheville School, I saw one. Pam
Reid explained the benefits of
these boards and said there
weren’t too many of them around
the school.”
After discussing his options with
Associate Head of School Jay
Bonner, Mr. Bloodworth directed
his Cody Annual Fund gift to
purchase the SMART boards,
computers and software needed
to better equip four classrooms.

Foreign Language Teacher Seth Buddy watches as Fourth Former Matthew Gilliland (Staunton, VA) uses his SMART board
in class.

a previous school in Rhode Island, and found it difficult to go
back to teaching without it.
In 2007, Montgomery granted Alexander’s wish and the first
SMART board at Asheville School was installed. The new
addition was so beneficial that several other faculty members
have since requested the new technology for their classrooms as
well.
A SMART board is an interactive white board. With the use of a
computer, camera, and SMART board, a teacher can project
PDFs, webpages, and notes on the board. Scrolling, clicking,
dragging and other functions of a computer mouse can be done
by touching the board.
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“There is so much interaction
between teachers and students in
such a close proximity at Asheville School. Advanced teaching
aids that have more animation and involvement of students can
only be beneficial,” says Bloodworth. “The more technically
advanced things we can add for our students presents more
opportunity for students to be engaged in the classroom.”
Mr. Bloodworth hopes other students can reap benefits even
greater than the ones presented to his son. Dillon came to
Asheville School his fourth form year from an English boarding
school near Manchester. He is now a freshman at Furman
University.
“My son’s three years at Asheville were a link and a series of
happenings in his life that are going to form the type of person

Math Instructor Dr. Lauren Riva uses the SMART board in her class.

he will be for the rest of his life. The interaction that he received
at the school with students, teachers, faculty and administration
will be something he’ll never forget and he’ll always draw on.
Students that come after him will be able to benefit from the
technology,” said Bloodworth. “I will always be grateful to
Asheville School and Ms. Reid for my son’s education and
experience.”
SMART boards are beneficial in several different disciplines.
After seeing Alexander’s enthusiasm and success in teaching
math more efficiently, French teacher Seth Buddy immediately
wanted a SMART board in his classroom as well.
“I was already making magnet activities for the whiteboard and
it was very time consuming. Being able to make those elements
in seconds - rather than typing, printing, laminating, putting
magnet tape on it, and keeping it organized - is incredible,” said
Buddy.
Being able to construct activities on the whiteboard can help
level the playing field for students who are struggling in French.
All the necessary elements are in front of the students, and they

can concentrate on the patterns of language, according to Buddy.
He was surprised to learn about the extent of the SMART
boards’ functions, including the infinite cloner, and being able to
add sound files to an image or word.
“I can have a picture of a vocabulary word that can be
manipulated any way I want,” said Buddy. “For example, in this
chapter in French I, we are studying prepositions. Being able to
have the students come to the board and take directions from
their classmates about where to put one object in relation to
another is gold. ‘Put the car between the dog and the cat.’ They
are enabled to really use the vocab in a way they couldn't if I
didn't have the SMART board.”
Even though creating a lesson using a SMART board may be
more time consuming in the beginning, once the lesson is
created it can be easily tweaked for future use.
With learning styles in mind, Asheville School tries to help
students to be adaptable in the ways that they can learn. We want
teaching styles to remain diverse in order to prepare our students
for college.
Achievement Winter 2011
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Happy New Year From The Bement Alumni House!
I am sitting on the second floor of the Bement Alumni House,
peering out to a snow-covered yard, with birds feasting on the
birdfeeders and the holidays just behind us—all is well around
campus! The spirit around Asheville School is positive (our
students and faculty have just returned from a well-deserved
holiday break). As I look back at the first half of this school/fiscal
year, what has been one of the most rewarding aspects is seeing
so many alumni returning to events —
whether those events have been here on
campus, away games, or receptions around
the country. Thank you for coming out to
support “our” school. It has been a treat to
see you all.
Speaking of support, thank you so much to
those of you who have made a Cody Annual
Fund pledge/gift to date. With the school
doing so well with regard to admissions,
Betsey Ambler 1977
retention of students, academic programs
and competitive athletics, it makes sense that our annual giving
is up. Trustees and Faculty/Staff reached 100% participation by
October 2010! Current Parents have already surpassed 63%
participation toward their 85% goal! Alumni are currently at
7.5%--with a goal of 25% by June 30, 2011. Participation rates

continue to be critical for foundation and major donor support
and the knowledge that our constituents value Asheville School
in increasing numbers.
I would be remiss if I did not mention our Cody Annual Fund
dollar goal of $750,000 by June 30. We are halfway through the
year and approaching the $450,000 mark. I am cautiously
optimistic that we will reach this goal by June 30, but until the
full amount is in the bank, I fret! I am counting on the
generosity of our donors—especially alumni—to help make this
daunting number a reality. And to get our alumni participation
number to 25% this year!
Remember you can make a pledge now and pay later. We will
send you pledge reminders until June 30, or you can have your
gift automatically withdrawn from an account. Just call or email
and we will work it out.
Again, Happy New Year and thanks for your support of the Cody
Annual Fund!
Betsey Winsor Ambler 1977
Director of the Cody Annual Fund
828-254-6345 ext. 4081

Kussrow ’82 Takes On New Role As College Office Director
By Bob Williams
Editor
Over the last 22 years, Van Kussrow 1982
has talked to enough alumni about their
college experiences to know they are well
trained at Asheville School. And as the
school’s new College Office Director,
Kussrow hopes to ease the worries of
students and parents facing the evercompetitive college admission process.
“I do think by and large one would see a
good correlation between Asheville School
students and success at colleges or
universities,” Kussrow says.
Having worked in several departments at
Asheville School, Kussrow’s experience
complements his new responsibility.
“It looked to me like an exciting challenge,”
he says. “It dovetails nicely with the work
I’ve done in the school as a whole on the
administrative side. The College Office was
the one area outside of the business office
that I haven’t really had a chance to wade
into yet.”
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Because of the
quality work from
his predecessors in
the College Office,
Kussrow says he’s
found the job
rewarding.
“I was able to
Van Kussrow 1982
recognize that this is
an office that had in
place all of the fundamental components
that were necessary for success, largely
because of the work of Laura Legg, Beth
Louis, and Tish Anderson,” Kussrow says.
“This is a case of just needing to keep the
wheel rolling.”
As an alumnus, Kussrow recalls the
leadership of such former faculty members
as Irv Ornduff who helped him with his
own college admission process.
“I have a great role model because when I
think back to Irv Ornduff ’s career, I cannot
imagine a better person to try to emulate in
doing that job,” he explains.

The most challenging aspect of college
admissions involves how competitive the
process has become, he says.
“Certainly it’s very competitive, and I think
most families and even some of our more
old school alumni have come to recognize
that the idea that we should be getting 30
percent of our students into Ivy League
schools is a bit of a stretch,” Kussrow says.
“And for even a person with the most
outstanding profile, applying to some of
our top universities in the country is still
going to be a flip of the coin.”
In the future, Kussrow says he’d like the
college office to seek out more alumni
connections for current students.
“I am working on developing a stronger
network of alumni connections to certain
universities or professions, which would be
a valuable tool. If I have a senior who wants
to go to a school in the arts, to have them
connect to one of our graduates who went
to an art school would be great. I think
there are some opportunities for that kind
of alumni connection, especially for those
who are 10 years out.”

The Parents’ Association Wishes To Thank The Following
Businesses For Supporting Faculty/Staff Appreciation Day

Early Girl Eatery

Grove Park Inn

The Wine Studio of Asheville

Noi Thai Kitchen

Pomodoros Italian Café

Musician's Workshop

Laughing Seed

Fusion Pilates

The Wine Guy

Zen Sushi

Hearn's Cycling

Ledbetter Hand Wash and Detail

Neo Cantina

People's Place

Grovewood Café

The Baggie Goose

Sunnyside Café

Hands On Spa

Sourwood Inn

Clasique Acupuncture & Pilates Studio

The Painter's Brush

Washington Duke Inn and Golf Club,

Carrabba’s

Durham, NC
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1954

1936
Walter Pettit
Walter writes: "All goes well
here - still on my feet - but
chasing a cane around.
Asheville was one of the
happiest times of my life."

1939
Bud Goodrich
Bud is still writing and
enjoying haiku in Evanston,
IL. Here is some of his recent
work that was published in
Modern Haiku:
rookie umpire
rubbing up
new baseballs
George C. Stone
George writes, "Howard
Bement and my father were
classmates at the University of
Michigan. I am George II; this
year George C. Stone V was
born in Wisconsin.”
Jack Hunt
Jack celebrated his 89th
birthday by playing a round of
golf with two of his boys. He
is looking forward to a fishing
trip to the Oxbow to celebrate
his 90th.

1944

36

Malcolm McLean
Malcolm writes, "Wendy and I
are enjoying a good 'old age'
in St. Paul, MN. I remember
with gratitude and profit my
three years at Asheville."
Achievement Winter 2011

Bob Brooks
Bob writes, “My first fulllength poetry collection,
called Unguarded Crossing,
has just been accepted for
publication by Antrim House
Books, probably next spring.
I'll let you know!”

1955

1960
Kent Dixon
Kent writes: "Mimi and I are
in our first year of phased
retirement (one semester per
year, instead of two) and are
shown here working to
combine our separate interests
-- gardening for her, kayaking
for me.

I have learned to roll--no easy
feat, really--but only about
Sandy Martin
half the time, so not ready for
Sandy writes, "I enjoyed my
Level III and IV yet! (II's a
visit to the school last April. It
was good to see
Tom Moore,
Emily Cekada,
Bob Walker and
others from
classes near
1955. I traveled
to Maine with
my son, David,
in August 2010.
I am hoping to
be able to
persuade him Kent Dixon 1960 with his wife, Mimi.
to take a
piece of cake). They've
Western U.S. camping trip
installed a whitewater run
with me. I think often about
here in Springfield OH, in
my years at Asheville School.
Buck Creek (leads into the
They were among the best in
Mad River), and folks from
my life."
neighboring states are coming,
every weekend and even
Nick Palmer
midweek, to play in our 'water
Nick has again shared with us
features.' Having a boat, close
notes from his summer and
to the water, putzing around
fall travels by motorcycle –
in it, totally takes me back to
21,190 miles over 137 days.
my pre-teens even, on
His trip, starting in Asheville
Biscayne Bay in Miami, in an
in June, took him through the
8' pram with a 3 horsepower
south to New Orleans, then
motor on it. Was out all day
west to the Hoover Dam,
on that bay, tout seul."
Hearst Castle on the
California coast, through
Wyoming and Montana to
British Columbia (western
Canada), all the way across
Charles Allen, Jr.
Canada to Prince Edward
Charles continues to practice
Island, then back down the
law. He has accompanied his
East Coast and Mid-Atlantic
wife on her business trips to
to North Carolina.
Vietnam, where she was
raised.

1962

1963
David Simmons
David stopped by Asheville
School's alumni office in the
Bement House in November.
It was his first trip back to
Asheville School since his
tenth reunion. He was in
North Carolina visiting his
daughter, who teaches at
Thales Academy in Cary, NC.
David currently resides in
Ann Arbor, Michigan.

assistance and
policy. I joined
the RAND
Corporation as
a Senior Fellow
in early 2009,
working on
economic
development
and
reconstruction,
energy and
other research From left to right: David Moss 1973, Bill Shefte 1973, and
John Jenkins 1973.
projects. In
July 2010, I started a sixmonth leave of absence from
RAND to serve as Executive
David Moss, Bill Shefte, and
Vice President of the ClintonJohn Jenkins recently got
Bush Haiti Fund. My wife,
together for lunch for the first
Marcie, is still in the Foreign
time in 20 years and enjoyed
Service, serving as Deputy
catching up with one another.
Assistant Secretary for Arms
Control and Verification. She
was also deputy negotiator of
the new START nuclear arms
treaty, which only recently
A group from the Class of '74
won Senate ratification. My
rallied to attend Christ School
son Alexander works as a
Weekend on October 30,
financial analyst for the
2010.
American Red Cross, and my

1973

1974

David Simmons 1963

1964
Ed Neal
Ed has two new grandsons,
twin boys, born November 10,
2010.

1967
Howard Hunt
Howard is managing money
on his own in Chicago and is
happy to report that he has
four grandkids.

1968
Hon. Charles Ries
Charles writes: "I retired from
the Foreign Service in the fall
of 2008 after 14 months in
Iraq as Embassy Baghdad's
coordinator for economic

Pictured from left to right: Mike McNair 1974, Mark Yonce 1974, Kert Phillips
1974 (seated), Doug Byrd 1974, and Jan Jones Pulley 1974 (seated).

daughter Meredith is in the
MFA program at Yale Drama
as a set designer. When not
traveling, we live in
Washington."

1970
Craig Hunt
Craig is flying for a company
that fights forest fires in
California.

Gary Dickinson
Gary's daughter, Meredith, is
in the third form at Asheville
School. He enjoyed Christ
School Weekend, and was glad
to see Jan Jones Pulley, Doug
Byrd, Mark Yonce, Mike
McNair, and Kert Phillips in
attendance.
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Mark Harrison
Mark has founded a new
business in Nashville, TN:
Mark Harrison Architect,
PLLC.

1979
Rob Nelson
Rob continues to work at an
equine management firm in
Virginia, Kentucky, New York
and Florida. He enjoys riding
with his daughter daily.

1982
(from left to right) Gary Dickinson
1974 and John Kirsten 1976

1976
John Kirsten 1976 visited the
Queen Elizabeth II (QE2) with
Gary Dickinson 1974.
Dr. Helen Stockinger
Helen writes, "I hiked Mt.
Kilimanjaro - 19,000 feet and thought of Pop
Hollandsworth the whole
way!"

1977
Steve Hellebush
Steve visited the Asheville area
to help his mom move and
visit family and friends. He
had a gathering in Sugar
Hollow with a few classmates
and their spouses. Byron
Bryson, Leslie Keller and
Graham Ramsey, Laura
Cummings McCue and Mike,
Scott, Betsey and Constance
Ambler all shared in lots of
stories and “catching up.”

Aletta Sauër
Aletta writes, “Life in the
redwoods of Northern
California is great. We love
our radical rural lifestyle and
we encourage any Asheville
School friends to seek their
inner hippie and reduce,
reuse, and recycle. Peace to all
and praise jah to Jim
Gardner!”

1983
Wes Hall
This past year, Wes became
the first plastic surgeon in the
world to utilize robotic
surgery successfully in the
reconstruction of a patient's
severely burned scalp. He is
looking to expand the use of
this technology.

We have traveled to NYC,
Milan and Paris twice to work
fashion shows for designers
such as Giorgio Armani and
Bill Blass. We also are working
on our third salon in the
Raleigh area."

1986
Charles Carter
Before the November election,
The Mountain Xpress in
Asheville interviewed Charles,
who is the Chairman of the
Buncombe County
Democrats.

1988
John Shea
John writes, "My wife, Amy,
and I had a terrific visit with
Arch Montgomery and John
Thorsen along with board
member Jim Rice here in
Philadelphia. We are planning
a visit to Asheville in the
spring and look forward to
reconnecting with current and
former faculty members. We
live in Chestnut Hill, PA with
our two children, Anna (7)
and Peter (5)."

Jack Ray
Jack writes, "My wife, Joelle,
and I have made the big
leagues in the fashion world!

1978
Stuart Hunt
Stuart is flying private planes
and living in the Panhandle of
Florida.
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Trustees Art Pope 1974, Peter Hellebush 1964, Arthur Rogers 1988, Bill Francis
1964, and Tad DeBerry 1981 are in attendance during the December 4, 2010 UNC
vs. Kentucky basketball game at the Dean Dome. Carolina won the game 75-73.

1994
Watts Dixon
Watts lives with his son Milo
in Greensboro, NC, where he
owns and operates a bike
shop, Revolution! Cycles NC.
(www.revolutioncyclesnc.com)
Judd Garbarino
Judd is the Primary Care
Sports Medicine Physician at
Carolina West Sports
Medicine and the team
physician for Western Carolina

2010 and began his official
term on January 1, 2011.
A suburb of Pikeville,
Kentucky, Coal Run Village
was ranked by the University
of Louisville’s Kentucky State
Data Center as the fastest
growing city in Kentucky
between 2007 and 2008, with
a population increase of
17.3%. As Commissioner,
Andrew will assist in the
creation and implementation
of the legislative initiatives of
the city and will oversee the
city’s day-to-day operations.

Andrew H. Scott 1994 (left) is pictured with his wife, Connie, and father, The
Honorable Will T. Scott, Deputy Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky, while receiving the Oath of Office as the newly elected
Commissioner of the City of Coal Run Village, Kentucky.

University. He and his wife,
Liz, are the proud parents of
19-month-old daughter,
Amelia.
Michael Holmes
Michael and Sarah Holmes
welcomed the birth of their
daughter, Martha Ann "Mae"
Holmes, on August 19, 2010.

Andrew Scott’s family is not
new to the political world;
Andrew’s great-uncle, Simeon
Willis, was a former Governor
of Kentucky, and two of his
great-grandfathers held public
office before him.

1995
Amy Shivers

Andrew H. Scott
Andrew was recently elected
Commissioner of the City of
Coal Run Village, Kentucky,
receiving the Oath of Office
from his father, The
Honorable Will T. Scott,
Deputy Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Andrew was elected
commissioner on November 2,

Amy is the Director of
Advanced Online Initiatives at

Amy Shivers 1995

The Association of Boarding
Schools (TABS) in Asheville.
She came back to campus on
November 12 to interview and
film Asheville School faculty
members about what it's like
to work at a boarding school.
The video will appear on the
TABS website
(boardingschools.com) in the
near future.

1996
Liz Sharpe Hanus
Liz and family welcomed the
birth of Benjamin Sharpe
Hanus on July 20, 2010. Big
sister Lilly (5) and big brother
Hank (3) have been wonderful
and a great help with the new
baby.

Liz Sharpe Hanus and family

1997
James Pharr
Asheville School English
teacher James and his wife,
Lindsay, are
proud
parents of
baby Hazel
Jean Pharr.
Born at
4:30 a.m.
Hazel Jean Pharr
on October
12, 2010, she was 7lbs, 6 oz,
and 18 in. long.
Daniel Rewalt
Daniel and his wife, Jo-Elle,
spent a few hours on campus
this fall while staying in the
area. Daniel had not been
back on campus since
graduation and enjoyed
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catching up with faculty
members Pam Reid, James
Pharr '97 and Van Kussrow
'82. Daniel and his wife live in
the Cayman Islands, where he
is a Vice President with
Maples Finance Ltd.

Daniel Rewalt 1997 is pictured with
his wife, Jo-Elle.

1998
Wesley Smith
Wes is enjoying life in Los
Angeles. He spends his time
surfing and working in the
apparel industry.

1999
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Josh Anderson
Josh writes, "I just started a
Ph.D. program in accounting
at MIT's Sloan School of
Management. I have been
bouncing around a lot since I
graduated from Swarthmore.
Most recently I was working
as an internal auditor for the
Air Force in Dayton, Ohio.
While most of the time that
meant poring over pay
records, I was on base one day
when President Obama
landed in Air Force One. We
got a great view of the
plane...and the soldiers
protecting it.
Earlier, I volunteered for two
weeks at a summer camp for
Chinese orphans. It was a
great opportunity to use my
Chinese and bridge the
culture gap between the
campers and the other
counselors."

2000

2001

Lara Green
On a sunny October Saturday
afternoon, ten Asheville
School students gathered in
the Crawford Music House to
hear Lara read from her
recently published collection
of poems, What It Feels Like
To Be Naked.

Lucas Bruch
Lucas is working in Boone,
NC as a Networks Manager
for Samaritan's Purse, a nonprofit that works in 125
countries worldwide and
whose projects include
disaster relief and Operation
Christmas Child. Lucas is
volunteering to help
orchestrate his 10-year
reunion and will be in
attendance in the spring.

These poems, many written
while Lara was a student at
UNC-Wilmington, portray life
through the theme of
vulnerability. As Lara stated to
the students, the cover
photograph of the collection,
of a young woman entering
the shower, is a person at her
most vulnerable: exposed,
defenseless. During the
afternoon, Lara read over
twenty poems, poems that ran
the gauntlet of childhood
memories and of adult loves
lost. "I want rain to justify my
misery,” shouts one line from
the collection, a metaphor to
describe the pain of so many
losses. The Q&A session
following Lara’s reading
provided sunnier advice for
the students – a fitting
conclusion to the afternoon
atmosphere.
Thomas Nisbet
Thomas was married this past
October and has accepted a
new position at IBM. He is
still running his BBQ Catering
and entering the
occasional competition
when the chance arises.
Geoff Prince
Geoff is now the VP of the
Alumni Association at
Asheville
School.
He
recently
moved
back to
Atlanta.
Geoff Prince

Linkoln Gunther
Link recently moved to
Snowmass, Colorado. He
plans to attend his 10th
reunion in April.

2002
Chris Boehner
Chris writes, "It's hard to
believe, but I'm going on my
fifth year of calling China
home. Among the more
interesting projects is my
bluegrass band—The
Redbucks
(www.theredbucks.com)—
China's best and worst
bluegrass band. The majority
of my time is spent
coordinating with Watson
Jordan on several China-based
Education Consulting
ventures. If anyone finds him
or herself in Beijing, please get
in touch!"

Chris Boehner 2002 (right) performing with
his bluegrass band, The Redbucks. The band’s
latest album, All That Glitters, is available on
iTunes.

Chris also spent several days
in Asheville in mid-December
and enjoyed spending time
with some of his former
teachers.
Sarah Heedy Folk
Sarah writes, "2010 has been a
very busy year for my
husband, John, and me. In
anticipation of a growing
family, we purchased a new
home, still in the Greenville,
SC area, this past summer. I
am still teaching elementary
school but moved from
second to third grade which
has been a nice but timeconsuming change. We are
expecting a baby girl at the
end of January and can’t wait
for the joys that she will
bring."

2003
Natalie Balck
Natalie writes, "I'm living on
the coast of Kenya, south of
Mombasa. I am doing
community development
work through teaching and
alternate livelihood projects.
One of my main projects right
now is to help a traditional
fishing village (meaning their
sole income is from fishing)
build and market a restaurant
to capitalize on the tourist
industry which is growing in
the area.”
Walker Cobb
Walker writes: "I'm living the
dream in Charleston, SC. If
y'all are ever in the area, come
by the Cobb farm and check
out the little ones! Hope y'all
are doing well. Live, laugh,
and love!!!"
Dara Fickes
Dara is living in Alexandria,
VA. She is currently taking
night classes at George Mason
University, where she will
obtain a Masters in
Curriculum and Instruction

with a specialty in Foreign
Language. In addition to
graduate school, she is
teaching French full-time at a
private school in Alexandria.
Dara is also currently training
for a marathon that she will
run in March. She plans to
meet up with old friends from
Asheville School over her
Christmas break.

2004
Nathan Bradshaw
Nathan is now teaching 10th
and 11th grade English at
Wayne Country Day School in
Goldsboro, NC. He's excited
to coach girls' basketball on
the court where in 2002, the
Blues won a five-overtime
game for a Christmas
Tournament Championship.
His mother, Leslie, is taking

Shirts Rally and Riots
happened in May. The
country is safe now, so I didn't
mind living in this area.
One afternoon I was catching
the Sky train from Victory
Monument and Charla
Hughes (‘04) spotted me.
Later that evening on
Facebook I received a message
from Charla asking if I was in
Bangkok. Charla and I both
lived on the 2nd floor of
Kehaya with Chaplain Harry
Wright (as 2nd Kehaya knows
him - Chappy). Neither of us
knew the other was going to
be here. I've been in Bangkok
before with Panita
Prapasuchart (‘04) but never
have run into anyone on the
spot. Charla and I have met
up since then to share stories
about our travels and
information about Thailand

Kathryn Glenn 2004 (left) and Charla Hughes 2004 (right).

advantage of her time off
from teaching to visit Andrew
'08 in Nantes, France, where
the Sewanee junior is studying
abroad for a semester.
Kathryn Glenn
Kat writes, "I landed here first
week of November for the
American SIT / TESOL course
which was being taught in
Bangkok at the American
University Alumni
Associations (AUA). I
managed to secure an
apartment near Victory
Monument where all the Red

in general. This shows that AS
alumni can be anywhere,
especially your classmates! So
be on the lookout from North
Carolina to Thailand: who
knows where you will spot
Asheville School alumni!"
Charla Hughes
Charla writes, "After teaching
in Korea for a year and a
whirlwind trip through
America this fall, I have
happily returned to Southeast
Asia to teach high school
English in Bangkok. When I'm
not in class, I spend my time
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traveling, practicing yoga, and
writing for a local
backpacker's magazine.
Assuming the travel bug's bite
wears off, I plan to return
stateside to pursue my
Master's in English Literature
next fall.
It seems wherever I go, there is
an Asheville School friend. In
Seoul, I caught up with my
former second Kehaya
hallmates Sang In Park and
Hye Young Cheong. Just a few
days ago, I spotted Kathryn
Glenn on the Skytrain here in
Bangkok! If anyone other
alums are traveling this way,
please don't hesitate to contact
me!"

Nancy Harloe 2004 (center) is pictured with her brothers, John Harloe 1999 (left) and
Nash Harloe 2005, during the USC vs. UGA game in the fall of 2010.

Carlisle Rankin
Carlisle has been living in
Nashville since she graduated
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Seven Years Of Army Service In The Middle East
By David Emigh 2005
I am an enlisted soldier in the Army
Reserve. I will reach 7 years service in
February. I am a Specialist, which is enlisted
pay grade 4. After the destruction of
Hurricane Katrina, I deployed to New
Orleans, Louisiana in September and
October 2005, where I transported food and
water to the military forces and general
public throughout New Orleans, driving
medium trucks.
I then deployed from June 2007 to July 2008
to Tallil, Iraq, where I supported the surge
in Iraq. I drove an M915 tractor and trailer,
transporting vehicles, food, water, and
ammunition throughout South Iraq.
My recent deployment began in November
2009 and I will leave active duty in January
2011. I was deployed to Kuwait and Iraq,
supporting the withdrawal from Iraq, and
then was transferred to Afghanistan. I was
stationed at Forward Operating Base
Leatherneck in Helmand Province. I
operated a M1070 Heavy Equipment
Transport (HET) and M1000 Trailer.
I transported a variety of equipment,
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David Emigh 2005 is part of the first HET company to
operate in Afghanistan.

including Mine Resistant Ambush Protected
Vehicles (MRAP), Kalmars, food, water, and
ammunition. I supported the US Marine
Corps, Navy, Air Force, and Army. We were
the first HET company to operate in
Afghanistan.
I have been awarded a variety of medals,
including the Army Commendation Medal
with Oak Leaf Cluster, National Defense
Service Medal, Global War on Terrorism
Expeditionary Medal, Global War on
Terrorism Service Medal, Afghanistan
campaign Medal with Campaign Star, Iraq
Campaign Medal with 2 Campaign Stars,
and Humanitarian Service Medal.
from Centre College in 2008.

She has been teaching third
grade at Cockrill Elementary
School, a charter school, for
three years. She plans to
return to North Carolina in
the summer of 2011 and
would like to teach in or
around Asheville.
Forrest Toms, Jr.
Forrest is living in Hickory,
NC and is applying to
NCA&T University in the
spring of 2011. He will receive
his associate degree in the fall.
He is majoring in English with
a minor in Spanish and
Psychology. Forrest is writing
poetry (that was inspired by
Mr. Bonner and the Coffee
House). His work has been
published in five small
publications. He recently
visited Asheville School to
participate in the Alumni
Basketball Game.

2005
Adair Sturdivant Bard
Adair recently purchased a
home in Madison, MS with
her husband, Daniel. They are
getting settled in and enjoying
the baseball off-season. Daniel
pitches for the Boston Red
Sox.

Matt Gravatt
Matt Gravatt stopped by the
Bement House on December
3 to say hi and to drop off a
Cody Fund gift (thank you,
Matt!). He recently returned
to Asheville after living for
several months in Virginia,
where he worked for the reelection campaign of U.S.
Representative Rick Boucher.
Matt greatly enjoyed the
experience and will soon
move to Washington, D.C.,
where he hopes to pursue
related opportunities.
Nash Harloe
Nash graduated from SMU
with a degree in International
Economics with financial
application and is currently
working for EXCO Resources
Inc. as a financial analyst.
EXCO Resources is one of the
leading oil and gas companies
using horizontal drilling and
fracking techniques to extract
clean natural gas in
Louisiana's Haynesville Shale
and Pennsylvania's Marcellus
Shale. He's a personal
advocate for OPEC
independence and making
clean natural gas mainstream
in vehicles and power plants
for a cleaner environment. He
also just got a French bulldog
puppy named Hatfield and
lives with his older brother,
John Harloe (class of '99) in
Dallas, TX. He continues to
cheer for his favorite football
teams, the South Carolina
Gamecocks and the Carolina
Panthers, through thick and
thin!
David Ilderton
David graduated from the
University of Montana with a
degree in Business
Management. He is currently
living in Charleston, SC and is
planning to sail to Costa Rica,
where he teaches surfing.

Cappie Peete
Cappie writes “I'm living in
Charleston, and I'm an
assistant sommelier (wine
specialist) at McCrady's
Restaurant. I've been here for
about 8 months now and I'm
loving it.”
Louisa Peyronnin
Louisa is working towards her
Masters of Counseling from
the University of Memphis.
Ashley Randall
Ashley Randall has been
working in Burkina Faso as a
member of the Peace Corps
since last summer.
“I'm a community health
volunteer, so I work out of the
village health clinic, mainly to
educate people on health
issues and lifestyles. My first 3
months are called the "Etude"
period and we're not
supposed to do anything
besides study the village and
integrate into the community.
So I haven't actually started
working yet, but when I do, I
hope to work with nutrition,
as that is my area of interest,
and probably malaria
prevention, since that is the
biggest problem in my village.
My village is very small, only
800 people, and I live in my
own house. No running water
or electricity, of course, but
that's ok. They speak 3
different local languages in
addition to French, so
communication is my biggest
challenge.”
Ashley will be in West Africa
for the next two years and
hopes to have a career in
Humanitarian Aid or
International Development
when she completes her work
there. Let us know if you
would like to get in touch with
Ashley while she is abroad!

2006
Kevin Finder
Kevin is living in Norfolk, VA
and works for Virginia Clean
Cities, a division of the US
Department of Energy, to
clean up the use of petroleum
fuel emission in the state.
They use government grant
funds for research and
deployment of alternative
fuels. He is the varsity
pitching and conditioning
coach for Salem High School
baseball in Virginia Beach.
Max Paderewski
Max writes: "I graduated from
Emory University last May
with a Bachelor's in Business
Administration
with a
concentration
in Information
Systems. I am
now teaching
English in
Seoul, South Korea for a year.
I'm going to law school
eventually, but I may teach a
second year in Germany or
the Czech Republic. I will not
be able to make the five-year
anniversary and I am upset
about missing it. I would love
to see my Asheville School
buddies and I hope that they
have a great time."
Caroline Paul
Caroline graduated from the
College of the Holy Cross
with a B.A. in History earlier
this year. She is currently
living in New York City and
working as an Assistant to the
Publisher and Ad Director at
MORE Magazine at Meredith
Corp.
Mollie Petersen
Mollie has returned to
Asheville School as a faculty
member after graduating with
a degree in Physics from
Furman University. She is
coaching and substitute
teaching.
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Sport Management, so I
moved to Milwaukee with my
boyfriend to start our new life
here! I currently coach field
hockey, ice hockey, and soccer
at a local private school, which
is furthering my involvement
in sports management. Our
field hockey team went
undefeated and won the
Wisconsin state
championship! In the photo,
I’m actually wearing my
Asheville School Field Hockey
rugby! I am loving life in
Milwaukee so far and can't
wait to see everyone at the
five-year reunion!”
Several alumni attended a recent alumni holiday gathering at the Bement House on December 17.
Back Row: Michael Saltzman 2006, Mary Grace Hinkle 2005, Holly Milch 2009, Mollie Petersen
2006, Caitlyn Modaff 2009, Paul Szurek 2007, Jeff Warren 2010, Daniel Bradley 2010, Andrew
Cutler 2009, Sealy Cross 2009, Eric Weigel 2009, and Lucia McWilliams 2007. Front Row: Hallie
Boyd 2010, Amelia Moore 2007, Jess Maggart 2007, and Nathaniel Litz 2009.
Angela Tchou
Angela graduated from The
University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill this past spring
with a degree in Multimedia
Journalism. During the
summer, she took a trip to
Europe with Sarah Tanner ’06
to visit Erik Cunningham ’05.
Angela is currently living in
Washington, D.C., where she is
pursuing a M.F.A. in creative
writing at American
University. She is also
interning for Slate magazine.
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Richard Volsky
Richard recently graduated
from Savannah College of Art
and Design with a BFA in Film
and Television. He is in the
process of moving to Atlanta,
GA, where he plans to work
either in pre-production or
production. He greatly enjoyed
his time back at Asheville
School over Christ School
Weekend and is looking
forward to his five-year
reunion in the spring. He is
also working on planning a ski
trip out west with fellow
Asheville School alums Joe
Charlet ’05 and Michael
Saltzman ’06.

Tylan Merkerson
Tylan writes, “What a hectic
final semester! However, as of
December 15, 2010, I am an
alum of Wingate University. I
attended Wingate University
Valerie Clarke
to study marketing and
Val writes, “It has been a
communications, and to
whirlwind past six months for
participate in NCAA
me! In May, I graduated from
Rhodes College with my BA in intercollegiate athletics. As a
former captain of the football
International Studies and
German. I played four years of team, in my final semester, I
was able to acquire a job as a
varsity field hockey for
sideline reporter and/or
Rhodes, where we won 2
sportscaster for WU online
SCAC championships,
streaming and local television.
including one my senior year.
I enjoyed every single moment
This past August, I was
I spent with the microphone
accepted to Cardinal Stritch
in my hand. It was a unique
University for a Masters in
experience. Watching myself
grow in the position and
working really hard to
improve each week is what I
value the most from the
experience. I greatly enjoyed
all aspects of sportscasting - so
much so that I have discovered
a true passion for the job and
plan to pursue a career as a
sportscaster. I also produced
the television shows for our
volleyball and soccer teams
that aired on local TV at WU.
Valerie Clarke 2006 (right) is
I am optimistic about my
pictured with head coach, Morgan future and anxious to start the
Oldenburg, holding a state
job-hunting process. If I can
championship trophy after the field just get my foot in the door at
hockey team she coached won the a radio station, television
Wisconsin state championship in
station, or with a professional
the private school’s division.
team that offers broadcasting -

that would be great. I realize
how tough it is to find
valuable jobs these day;
however, as an alum of
Asheville School and now
Wingate University, I am
extremely confident in the
tools that I have been
equipped with and eager to
challenge the job market. I
will continue to work hard
with hopes that it will pay off.
I miss Asheville School
tremendously and am excited
about the opportunity to
spend time with former
classmates at next year’s
alumni weekend. The class of
‘05 had a great turnout for
this year’s alumni weekend
and seems to believe that no
other class will top their class
reunion! Little do they know
that the class of ‘06 is up to
the challenge! I urge as many
people as possible to return
for the ‘06 class reunion. It
will be an epic weekend!

2007
Clare Beumer
Clare is studying for a BFA in
Furniture Design at Savannah
College of Art and Design.
She recently became a finalist
in a sustainable design
competition sponsored by
Cargill BiOH foam,
Ultrasuede, and Century
Furniture (out of Hickory,
NC). Clare designed a wing
chair influenced by traditional
and Danish Modern styles for
the competition, which she
named the "Buncombe Chair."
Johnny Lloyd
Johnny, a senior at the
University of Pennsylvania,
recently finished producing
the Alternative Theatre
Festival, which was in the
Philadelphia Fringe Festival
for the second year in a row.
This year the project was
named one of the best options
for cheap entertainment by

Alumni and friends in attendance during a November reception in New York City.
Phillyist, an online source for
information on events in
Philadelphia.
Paul Szurek
Paul writes, “I am currently
finishing up my senior year at
Wake Forest, where I will
graduate with degrees in
Spanish and Math Econ. After
graduation, I will be working
for Bain & Company, a
management consulting firm.
I am enjoying being home.

2008
Jennifer Czubak
Jennifer continues to love
Centre College. Her professors
are awesome, and she finds
time to socialize and deal with
Jordan (her horse). All is well
for the Czubak family.
Jess Goodman
Jess is currently in her junior
year at Sewanee, where she is
studying International and
Global Studies. She said that
she “visited campus to see my
sister’s (Sam Goodman 2011)
chapel talk today; I had
forgotten how nerve-racking
they are!” When asked if she
had done anything exciting
recently, she said that she
“traveled to Spain this past
summer with Sewanee
classmates where we hiked
across the country."

Maggie Ruch
Maggie is participating in IES
Abroad Metropolitan Studies
in Berlin, Germany during the
winter/spring semester of
2011.
Elliott Workman
Elliott is attending Tulane
University and reports he is
doing well in his classes. He is
now sporting a new Denver
Broncos tattoo.
Jeff Warren
Jeff writes, “Rhodes has been
pretty fun. I actually am
pledging a fraternity (Pi
Kappa Alpha)- weird, I know.
But besides that, the work has
been interesting and easy.
Hope to see you all soon.
Ivy Givens, Cicely Upham, and
Anna Ranson (all class of
2010) are here too. They’re
doing just fine.”
Daniel Bradley
Daniel writes, “You don’t
know Asheville until you have
to walk, ride a bike, or ride a
bus everywhere. UNCAsheville is a pretty gnarly
establishment, with its share
of weird and interesting
people. School has been fun
and relaxing, but at times
intense. Elliott Wells 2010 is
also at UNCA, and is doing
well.”
Achievement Winter 2011
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Asheville School Taught Me To Lead A Passionate Life
By Bob Rice 1974
Passion… that is what I discovered at Asheville
School. Passion for self-discovery, creativity,
the diversity of thinkers, and the depth of the
friendships. Several of the teachers, and all of
my schoolmates, crystallized my need for
passion in my learning and personal life. Since
those days in my youth, I have been fortunate
to live and lead my professional life with a
passion for challenge and discovery.
I left the United States quickly after graduating
from college, joining the Peace Corps and
hoping to discover a belief in myself and an
appreciation for the United States. I was
blessed by being assigned to Guatemala in the
1980s, a time of strife, national introspection,
and international attention.
I was assigned to be a beekeeper in a small
rural Guatemalan village among people who
knew no Americans. “My” people were
initially convinced that I had mistakenly
debarked the wrong bus in their village and
that I would soon depart. I stayed with them
for two years and in Guatemala for 12 years. I
discovered lessons that I had learned at
Asheville School, then forgotten: lessons of life,
introspection, and the joys of connections with
people, nature, and past.
I also, importantly, learned to passionately
appreciate the United States, as I experienced
the violence of several coups d’etat and
political assassinations—violence of
disagreement that our country generally
manages to avoid when casting our political
fates.
I manage projects, usually funded in large or
small by your tax dollars, in health and/or
education. My workmates are host country
nationals who speak a language foreign to
mine—Arabic (Iraq), Swahili (Tanzania,
Kenya), Dari or Pashto (Afghanistan), to note
the past five years. Currently, I lead a medical
education project with a team of 40 Afghans
and two other Americans. We live in Kabul,
Afghanistan, working at Kabul Medical
University—the reputed “flagship” medical
university in Afghanistan, soon to celebrate 78
years of training Afghan physicians.
Healthcare provision in Afghanistan is
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Bob Rice ‘74 is pictured in northern Afghanistan.

appalling, with either the worst or second
worst maternal mortality rate in the world;
given that no health census exists, it is
impossible to determine just how bad the
healthcare really is. Water, electricity, and
infection prevention practices (hand washing,
sterile equipment) are basically non-existent in
the best of public healthcare facilities. Most
Afghan physicians take loved ones to
neighboring India, Pakistan or Dubai for
healthcare rather than subject them to the
services provided in Afghanistan.
One colleague’s mother died from a broken
ankle—a broken ankle—as the tradition of
“honor” makes it almost impossible for a
doctor to accept a person who might die while
under his/her care; the dear departed family’s
honor would necessitate a blood price—even
from a doctor.
Men are excluded from the largest maternity
hospital in Kabul merely so that male doctors
can examine the pregnant mother. A man
seeing his woman unveiled or exposed during
the normal birthing process would demand
honor’s revenge.
Security dictates that we take different routes
getting to/from meetings or the office. Traffic
is bustling, outrageous, and governed by
testosterone—the most dangerous of
stimulants. We have the ultimate muscle car
with our $200,000 armored SUV.
I have experienced only a single stop light
while motoring, but police and other men with
guns are everywhere, often directing traffic. At
one traffic incident, the police officer was fullarm slapping the truck driver in the face and
shouting at him while the crowd gathered. We
muscled on….
This is what life is about: passion.

Kateri Madden
Kateri writes, “I miss Asheville
a lot because it is such a great
town with so much to do.
Wittenberg is cold and snowy,
but I am enjoying it and have
started dancing for the school.
Hope to see you guys soon!”
Dillon Bloodworth
Dillon is a freshman at
Furman University in
Greenville. He is studying
computer sciences and
graphic design. He’s doing
great and rooming with his
best friend from Asheville
School, Will Chesson.
Hallie Boyd
Hallie writes, “I'm doing great
at Centre. I'm taking a class
on Technical Theatre
(building sets and set design
history and such) and I just
finished working a production
of Tom Stoppard's Arcadia. I
miss everyone at Asheville
School and hope you are all
doing well!”
Morgan Sadler
Morgan writes, "I am
studying engineering at The
George Washington
University, and really enjoying
my time as a freshman in
college. I came back for the
alumni basketball game to
play alongside some of my
teachers and other alums. We
played a competitive game
against this year's strong
varsity basketball team."

In Memoriam: Arney Henke
October 28, 2010

O

ne hundred years ago, on
October 19, 1910, Asheville
School for Boys joyously
welcomed onto its campus the
newest member of its community – a
baby girl named Arney. Arney was the
daughter of Headmaster and school cofounder Newton Anderson, who the year
before had married the school’s piano
instructor, Elizabeth Close. The class of
1911 made Arney an honorary member.
This October, nine days after her
hundredth birthday party, Arney passed
away at her home in Wilmington,
Delaware.

Arney was raised on campus and stayed
close to the school throughout her life. As
a young woman in Asheville, she sang in
the choir of Trinity Episcopal Church and
was a member of the Asheville Junior
League. In 1939, Arney moved to
Wilmington, where she married Dr. Clyde
O. Henke, a widower, in 1947. She was a
loving and devoted mother to his three
young children. Dr. Henke died in 1964
after a 37-year career with the DuPont
Company, during which time his name
appeared on 65 patents.

Elizabeth Arney Anderson and her mother,
Elizabeth Close Anderson, wife of Asheville
School co-founder Newton Anderson.

Arney spent her winters in Florida, where
she regularly attended Asheville School
receptions. She returned to campus often
throughout her life, attending many
Alumni Weekends. Arney attended the
Centennial Gala in 2000, where she had
the honor of cutting the first piece of the
commemorative cake. The school’s
history, Amid Rugged Mountains, was
published that year and was dedicated to
her.

Mrs. Henke was a member of Wilmington
Country Club and Westminster
Presbyterian Church, where she was active
in Women of Westminster and took a
leading role in organizing the Westminster
Choir in 1957. Following extensive travels
abroad, Arney wrote and published a
book especially for her grandchildren
entitled A Tale of Two Journeys, which
many readers have used as a guide to
Europe.
Mrs. Henke is survived by son and
daughter-in-law, David C. and Constance
H. Henke; a daughter, Joan E. Henke;
grandson, David B. Henke;
granddaughter, Carol H. Johnson and her
husband, Steven; and two greatgranddaughters, Jennifer J. Davis and her
husband, Keith, and Lindsay J. Levine. Her
daughter Jane, twin sister of Joan, passed
away this November.
We are immensely grateful to Arney
Henke and her family for their devotion
to Asheville School for so many years.
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In
Memoriam
Mr. John K. Rudd 1934
January 23, 2010

husband, Arthur; and Charles Keil
and his wife, Angie, all of Lakeville.

John Rudd passed away
peacefully January 23, 2010 at the
age of 93 at his home in
Lakeville, CT. Since his
retirement in 1971, John had
lived in Lakeville in a house built
and designed in 1852 by his
great-grandfather, former
Connecticut Governor Alexander
Hamilton Holley.
John, who was born and raised in
Asheville, entered in the Third
Form and graduated with his
class. He played tennis and
soccer. John was a very loyal
alumnus who updated the school
regularly throughout his life and
was a 20+ consecutive year
contributor through 2005.
John was born in Asheville, N.C.,
on Jan. 19, 1917, the son of the
late Emma Sands (Rees) and
Charles Edward Rudd.
He was a graduate of Princeton
University, earning his Bachelor
of Science degree in mechanical
engineering in 1938 and his
Master of Science degree in
mechanical engineering in 1939.
Upon graduation, he began a
career at Curtiss Wright
Aeronautical in Patterson, N.J. He
was employed there from 1939 to
1946. In 1946, John moved on to
a position at the Richardson Scale
Co. in Clifton, N.J. He remained
with Richardson from 1946 until
his retirement in 1971, when he
moved to the family home in
Lakeville. While living in
Lakeville, John donated his time
and talent to many organizations
including the Housatonic Camera
Club, the Maplebrook School in
Amenia, Noble Horizons and the
Salisbury Historical Society.
He was the husband of the late
Virginia “Jinny” (Burchfield)
Rudd, and is survived by his son,
John Holley Rudd and his wife,
Karly, of Holt, MI; his grandson,
Brian John Rudd, of Ypsilanti,
MI; and his three cousins, Louise
“Weezie” (Rudd) Hannegan and
her husband, David; Anne
“Nancy” (Rudd) Eddy and her

Mr. Blair M. Boyd 1944
September 1, 2010
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Blair Boyd, Jr., from Hillsboro, OH,
entered in the Sixth Form and
graduated with his class. He was
active in drama and debate, and
was on the varsity track team.
Blair was a regular contributor to
the Annual Fund and periodically
sent this office updates on his life.
Following his freshman year at
Harvard, he served in the US Navy
in 1945-6 as a radar operator on an
aircraft carrier that was steaming
toward the Pacific when the war
ended. After graduating from
Harvard in 1949 with a BA cum
laude in history, Blair joined the
Brattle Theatre in Cambridge, MA,
as box office manager. During the
‘50's and early ‘60's, he studied
anthropology at the University of
New Mexico and worked as an
editor at the UNM Press, where he
helped produce the literary
magazine, New Mexico Quarterly.
Blair reveled in the artistic and
cultural vibrancy of New Mexico,
serving as managing director of the
Albuquerque Modern Museum,
and opening the "A" Pool,
Albuquerque's first non-segregated
swimming pool. Moving with his
family to Berkeley, CA in the early
‘60's to attend graduate school in
geography at the University of
California, Blair became editor of
Landscape, a prestigious journal of
cultural geography and a
touchstone in his intellectual and
social life. He founded Sumiko Inc,
an import company specializing in
high-end stereo equipment for
audiophiles. Active in the peace
and civil rights movements during
his Berkeley years, Blair produced
the documentaries, People's Park,
Word is Out and Holy Ghost People.
Blair's travels took him to
Micronesia, Antarctica, Cayman
Islands, the Yukon, Iceland and
Greece, and to the lowlands,
highlands, and islands of Scotland,
whose landscapes, music, and
culture he cherished. Blair is
survived by his wife, Kirsten FalkeBoyd; his children, Megan Chaskey

and Brian Boyd; stepdaughters,
Kathe Boyd, Erica Boyd and Sara
Costello; ten grandchildren and
two great-grandchildren.
Mr. David M. Wright 1944
April 10, 2008
David Wright '44 passed away on
April 10, 2008 after a long illness.
He entered in the Fifth Form
from Bartow, FL and graduated
with his class. David was active
with Mitchell Cabinet and played
varsity football. He and his
widow, Jean, were married for 53
years. He is also survived by 6
married children and 17
grandchildren.
Mr. Barksdale Roberts, Sr. 1949
October 13, 2010
Barksdale "Biff " Roberts was
born in Asheville and attended
Mercersburg Academy in
Pennsylvania before entering
Asheville School as a Sixth
Former. (He is related to the
Alexander/Coker/Aumen alumni
families of Cataloochee Ranch in
Waynesville; Tom Alexander,
founder of Cataloochee Ranch,
was Biff 's uncle.) While at
Asheville School, Biff was the
sports editor of The Ashnoca, was
on the swimming and track
teams, and was managing editor
of the Blue and White yearbook.
He stayed in touch with the
school and his classmates after
graduation, serving on the
Alumni Council from 1978-1981
and chairing his class's 40th
reunion in 1989. He was also a
regular financial contributor to
the school.
Biff completed his undergraduate
and MBA work at UNC Chapel
Hill and had a successful career in
marketing and banking, most of
which was spent with First
National Bank of Louisville, KY,
before retiring in 1993. He was
an active volunteer in the greater
Louisville community; his civic
affiliations included the
following: Board of Louisville
Central Area; President of Trees,
Inc.; Vestry of St. Luke's Episcopal
Church of Anchorage, KY;
Secretary of Main Street
Association; Board of Governors
of Kosair Crippled Children
Hospital; Board of the Episcopal
Home; Co-chair of the Louisville
International Tennis Classic.
He is survived by his wife,
Margaret "Maugee" Roberts;

daughter, Ruth Roberts (Renata);
son, Fletcher Roberts (Jody);
grandchildren, Marshall and
Ginny; and brother-in-law, Peter
B. Lanham III (Mitch).
Mr. Arthur H. Buhl III 1950
August 31, 2010
Arthur “Mike” or “Art” Buhl, from
Grosse Pointe Farms, MI, entered
in the Fourth Form and
graduated with his class. His
adult life was spent in Nashville.
Mike (as he was known as an
adult, or “Art” as he was known to
classmates) was editor-in-chief of
The Ashnoca and played varsity
football, soccer, and baseball.
Mike grew up in Detroit, MI,
spending summers in northern
Michigan on Higgins Lake. After
graduation from Asheville School,
he received a B.A. from Stanford
and an M.A. from Michigan State,
and completed the coursework
for a doctorate from Peabody
College. He also served in the
Army Counter-Intelligence Corps.
Mike taught at the University
School of Nashville, where the
Buhl Lecture Series was created as
a tribute to his legacy of rich and
diverse instruction. He was a
founding member of the
Buddhist Temple in Nashville and
served on the Community
Advisory Council of the Legal Aid
Society. He volunteered for many
years with the YMCA Youth in
Government and Model United
Nations programs, and the ‘Y’
recently established an annual
dinner in his honor. Mike is
survived by his wife of 44 years,
Iris Willoughby Buhl; their son,
Michael Higgins Buhl; and two
sisters, Gay Buhl Buck of Lake
Forest, IL and Elise Buhl
Chapman of New Vernon, NJ.
Mr. Samuel H. Swint, Jr. 1953
September 13, 2010
Sam entered in the Third Form
from Augusta, GA and graduated
with his class. He was on the
tennis and swimming teams all
four years and participated in
Mitchell Cabinet, the Radio Club,
Woodcraft, and Dance
Committee. Sam stayed involved
with Asheville School throughout
his life, attending the occasional
reception in New York or reunion
on campus, and was a very
consistent financial supporter. He
was also a member of the Wilbert
Peck Society, remembering
Asheville School in his will.

After graduating from Asheville
School, Sam served in the Army
before enrolling at Georgia Tech,
where he earned a BS in Textile
Engineering. That education
helped prepare Sam for a career
with the textile firm Graniteville
Company, of which his father
previously served as President.
Sam retired in 1994 as executive
vice president of the company,
and he and his wife, Ann, moved
to Southampton, NY, where he
was very involved in various
community organizations. He
served on the Board of Overseers
of Long Island University and the
Southampton Hospital
Foundation Board; he was on the
finance committee of East End
Hospice and on the advisory
committee of the Rogers
Memorial Library; and he was
treasurer and a member of the
board of governors of the
Meadow Club. He later founded
Eastern Long Island Coastal
Conservation Alliance (ELICCA),
a multi-purpose effort to educate
local communities on water safety
and hurricane preparedness.
Sam is survived by a daughter,
Amy Hatfield Swint of
Southampton.
Dr. James G. Hollandsworth, Jr.
1962
September 21, 2010
Jim – an alumnus, former faculty
member, and the son of faculty
legend James G. “Pop”
Hollandsworth, Sr. – entered in
the First Form and graduated
with his class. He played varsity
soccer for three years, was active
with all of the school
publications, acted in numerous
drama productions, and received
the History Prize at graduation.
He also served on the faculty in
the late ‘60's as a history
instructor and Dean of
Permissions. Jim was a loyal
alumnus who regularly attended
alumni weekend with his father.
He was a consistent donor and a
member of the Wilbert Peck
Society. Jim had recently retired
from the University of Southern
Mississippi, where he was Dean of
the Graduate School, and moved
to Asheville.
After Asheville School, Jim
graduated from Davidson
College, received masters and
doctorate degrees from UNC
Chapel Hill, and did postgraduate work at Madeline
College, Oxford University in

England. He was a professor and
administrator at the University of
Southern Mississippi, authored
many publications and books on
psychology and Civil War history,
and was active in many historical
associations. He also enjoyed
climbing and hiking in the
Wyoming mountains with his
father.
Jim is survived by his father,
James. G. Hollandsworth and
wife Marjorie; and by his former
wife and best friend, Susan
Hollandsworth of Jackson, MS.
Mr. Ira Paul Ingle 1966
September 6, 2010
Paul entered in the Fifth Form
from High Point, NC. He played
varsity football, soccer and golf
(captain '65), and was a prefect.
Paul was also an alumnus of
Camp Sequoyah ('58-'59) under
Pop Hollandsworth. Paul was an
active alumnus, often visiting
campus and generously
supporting the school. In 2000,
in a ceremony recognizing Paul's
contributions to the capital
campaign, the common room of
Kehaya Dormitory was dedicated
as the Ingle Common Room. He
was elected to our board of
trustees in 2000 and served for
two years. His daughter, Ashley
Ingle Grandin, is a graduate of
the class of 1991.
After Asheville School, Paul
attended UNC Chapel Hill and
ultimately graduated from West
Georgia College in 1970 with a
degree in history. Paul spent
most of his career with Carolina
Container Company, serving as
President and CEO before leaving
the company in 2002. In recent
years he was occupied as a
partner in a yacht brokerage
business. Fishing (particularly for
marlin) was a lifelong passion, as
were golf and cars (sports cars
and racing). He was also a
community volunteer, serving on
the boards of High Point
University, the Hickory
Foundation, and the Art and
Science Center of the Catawba
Valley, and he served four terms
as a Senior Warden with the
Church of the Ascension.
He is survived by his wife, Susan;
son Paul Eugene Ingle and his
wife, Sherri, of Wilmington;
daughter Ashley Grandin and her
husband Johnathan of John's
Island, S. C.; and four
grandchildren.

Mr. Joel G. Severson 1988
August 31, 2010
Joel, from Candler, NC, passed
away as a result of a motor
vehicle accident. He entered
Asheville School in the Third
Form and received a diploma,
though his Sixth Form year was
spent studying in Germany.
While at Asheville School, Joel
lettered in three sports and
received numerous awards for
academic excellence, including
the Bausch and Lomb Medal and
a National Merit Scholarship.
Joel graduated from Stanford
University and spent the next
eight years in Japan teaching
English. He especially enjoyed
teaching children. Joel returned
to North Carolina and had
recently completed a degree at
AB-Tech with high honors. He
planned to return to Japan to
marry his long-time girlfriend,
Emi. Joel is survived by his
mother, Bobbie; sister, Portia
Sutton and husband Ernie, and
their children, Rusty and Kadie;
brother, Donald Severson and
wife Jean, and their daughters,
Miranda and Jessica; sister, Karen
Turner and husband David, and
their sons, Zane and Carson; and
his girlfriend, Emi Iguchi, of
Japan.
Mr. Wesley M. Lowder 1996
November 3, 2010
Wesley passed away in a car
accident near his home in Chapel
Hill. He entered Asheville School
from Florence, SC in the Fourth
Form, at the same time as his
twin brother, Ashley. Their older
brother, Christian, had already
graduated in the class of 1990.
Wesley was very active in
Mountaineering, particularly
enjoying backpacking and rock
climbing. He was also a lover of
"indie" music.
After Asheville School, Wesley
attended Furman University. He
was the owner of the Reservoir
Bar in Carrboro, which he and
three friends opened in 2004.
Survivors include his mother,
Lanie, of Florence; his wife,
Kristin Barnett Lowder, Chapel
Hill; twin brother, Ashley Wayne
Lowder and his wife, Maya,
Greenville, S.C.; brother,
Christian Bethea Lowder and his
wife, Jodi, Columbia, S.C.; and
sister, Linsey Lowder Cooper and
her husband Edward, Florence.
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360 Asheville School Road
Asheville, NC 28806

Important Dates And Events In 2011
January 24, 2011 – Chicago, IL Reception

February 24, 2011 – Atlanta, GA Reception

January, 25, 2011 – Chapel Hill, NC Reception
(Classes 2000 – 2010)

February 24 – 25, 2011 – Winter Musical,
Graham Theater

January 26, 2011 – Durham, NC Reception
(Classes 2000 – 2010)

February 26, 2011 – NCISAA Basketball
Tournament at Asheville School

January 29, 2011 – Asheville, NC Reception

April 9 or 10, 2011 – Keeneland Race Track,
Lexington, KY

February 8, 2011 – Palm Beach, FL Reception
April 12, 2011 - Cincinnati, OH Reception
February 9, 2011 – Naples, FL Sunset Cruise
April 27, 2011 - Charlotte, NC Reception
February 10, 2011 – Fort Myers, FL Lunch
April 29 – May 1, 2011 - Alumni Weekend 2011
February 10, 2011 – Sarasota, FL Reception
May 28, 2011 - Graduation
February 18 – 19, 2011 – CAA Basketball
Tournament at Asheville School

